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ABSTRACT-

Thesubtle or overt ways in which women end men
Students are often treated differently are discusied, and'actions
that can be taken to create a learning Climate that fosters the
intellectual'growth of all students are identified.-Information was
obtained from iereral kinds of sources,_ including empirical studies
of postsedoidary and other classroomsreports-and surveys, and
__:_responses to requests for information. Topics,include_the following:
how awomen-tiff-eat ill'itudents and can
`w "interfere with the educational process; devaluation and the
postsecondary leerning climate; iiperiences-in early schooling;
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in the postsecondary setting and in individual student-teacher
intercben'e; the power of words and the classy oms silent language;
everyday inequities, in talk thatnay be carried into the claisroom;4
-Ways of conducting discussion that can discourag women students;
groups of women who may be especially -affected44 luding women
_graduate'students, women in traditionally,"masculin
fields, women
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"My impression (and belief) is that most professors do not know that
they behave differently towards women (in class, in conference, and
in administrative affairs)."
(Female, Human illes,430telev p. 78

INTRODUCTION
As greater numbers of women studerits enter the higher educeon system, the postsecondary community has become increasingly concerned about such issues as the continuigglow enrollment of women in "traditionally masculine" ltelds-r, the fact that
women undergraduates feel less confident about their preparation for graduate school than men attending the same
, institution,' and the surprising decline in academic and career
aspirations experienced by many women students during their
college years.' These concerns take on a new significance given

15

current and projected enrollment patterns. although higher

15

education has traditionallyVeen associated with the educational
and professional preparatian of men, vlornen students are thu
new majority" of undergraduates The education of women is
literally central to the postsecondary enterprise.
However, despite, women's gains in access to higher educa

17
17
17

17
21

tionespecially since the passage of Title, IXwomen
undergraduate and graduate students may not enjoy full equality,
of educational opportunity on campus Indeed, women's educa'
.mommrommor
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tional experiences may differ considerably from those of men,
even when they attend the same institutions, share the same

found effectespecially for women students! As Joseph Katz
writes in Men and Women Learning Together. A Study of CollegeStudents in the Late 1970's:
The newly raised consciousness of women [students) is in

classrooms, and work with the same graduate advisors. Thb most
extensive longitudinal study of student development conducted

toklate conckdes that:
(elven though men4and When are presumably exposed to
common liberal arts curriculum and other educational pro
grams during the undergraduate years. it would seem that

some respects fragile. In- the intellectual and academic
spheres there is still a tendency for women to think
thamselves as not quite on a par with men ... there is some
indlcatIon'that women are meeting the challenge creatively,
but they also could use more help from their teachers... '0
In part because of the disproportionate number of male facugy at
the college and university level, women may not always get this
help." Seve:ai studies indicate that men faculty tend to affirm
students of their own sex more than students of the other sex,
and often perceive women students primarily as sexual beings

thdse programs serve more to preserve, rattle' than to reduce,
stereotypic differences between men and women in behavior,
personallty,aspirat!ons and achievement.'

Many factors, including familial and social expectations, may
contribute to the preservation of these differences. However,
faculty behaviors which express different expectations for
women than for men students, or which lead women to feel their
academic and career ambitions are not as important as those of
men students may play a major role In limiting women studerfts'
development.
Most faculty want to treat all students fairly and as individuals
with particular talents and abilities. However, some faculty may'

who are less capable and less serious than nen students."
Although these attitudes may be changing, a host of behaviors

which can convey 'such attitudes are still prevalent in the
academic setting.
Both men and women facultyeven those who are most con-.
cerned- about sex discriminationmay inadvertently com-

overtlyor, more often, Inadvertentlytreat men and women
students differently in the classroom and in related learning

municate to their students limiting preconceptiohs about appropriate and expected behaviors, abilities, Laredr directions and
personal goals which are based on sex rather than on individual
interest and ability. For instance, some professors may I' bitualiy

situtations. Subtle -biases in the way teachers behave toward
students may -seem so "normal" that the particular behaviors
which express them often go unnoticed. Neverlhelesi, these patterns, by which women students are either singled out or Ignored
because of their sex; may leave women students feeling less fmn-

FACULTY BEHAVIOR& SOME NEW QUESTIONS

fident than their male classmates about their abilities and their
place in the college community.
/*'

THE CLASSROOM CLIMATE

Faculty, administrators, researchers and women studenti
themselves' are begthning to consider the im.Oortanee of
faculty behaviors in creating an institutional "climate" that

fosters the full development of all studentsdand to ask

r-N

questions such as the following:
Are women students less likely to be called, upon
directly than men, students? Do faculty tend to ask
women and Men students the sante kinds of quesflans? Do they encourage women as much as men to
think for themselves?
no-Won-ion' students receive as Much infoimal feed-

"Altheugh more difficult' to document Man other areas we studied, the
question of Campus environrilent and general 'atmosphere' Is no less vital.
Not only,do these Intengibios affect the educational nebds and goals of

,women-... but" they also to-40fini Wept' fiftlklitin those goals. Indeed
since the campus climate. can help shape, a- women's self-concept,
*specialty during years of rapid devislopmental -change, It

affect not on-

ly her aca$mlo choices aseaeblevements, but also her ability to develop
the skillo she will need In order to moot Muni academic and professional
challenges."
("The Education of *venal Oberlin, " pp 16.17)

back,, encouragement or praise as men for- their
academic efforts?
Are women interrupted More often than men during
.class discussion? Can this lead Worritet\to feel that

Many postsecondary institutions have evaluated their p"Olicies

their views are not ,being listened to or taken as

and practices toward women primarily In terms of legal issues
and requirements. More recently, however, a number of colleges

seriously as those of their male peers?
Do teachers tend to make more eye-contact with men
whdn they aak a question of theciass as a whole, thus
"recognizing" men and inviting responses from them?
DO.professontoften assume that women students are
uncertain about what they want to say (or perhaps,
not saying much that Is worthwhile) because women
may tend to state their clasamp.? comments hesitantly or in "overly polite!' fashion'?

and universities have begun to recognize the Importance of the in.

stitutional atmosphere, environment or climateboth within and
outside the classroomin fostering or' impeding women
students' full personal, academic and professional development.,
Indeed, as one study notes, "There is persuasive evidence that, in
selecting and reacting to educational environments, females tend
more than males to be attuned to the personal supportiveness of
these environments."'
Institutions as diverse as Oberlin College (OH), Hqpe College
the University of Wisconsin, the University of Delaware, Heryard University (MA), Yale University (CT), the University of Califor
nia.at Berkeley, and the institutions involved In The Brown Project
[Barraird (NY), Brcwn' (RI), Dartmouth (NH), Princeton (NJ), SUNY

Are some professors more likely to remember. the
names of the en students In their classes than those
of the women?
Are teachers es.11kely to choose women as men for
student atssietanieand to give them the same responsibilities?
Do some professors inadvertently discourage women
from enrolling in, traditionally "masculine" majors or

at Stonybrook, and Wellesley (MA))to name but a fewhave
conducted surveys and other' research to determine how adequately the institution as a whole meets the needs of Its women
students. Researchers are asking questions about how women
are treated In the classroom, the labnratory, the undergraduate
and graduate advising relationshiji, and in the less formal in-

from the "'larder" subspecialties?
Are graduate advisors tore likely to, contact men
students when publication, research, and other pro.

tellectual exchanges that occur with faculty and with other
students! All of these contexts may affect how women students
view themselves. They can encourage women's full intellectual
development and academic and career aspirations, or dampen
women's energies and ambitions.
Although many persons and experiences can help shape the
campus climate, faculty attitudes and behaviors often have a pro-

fesslonal opportunities arise? Does this make it more
difficult for Women than for men to see themselves as

potential prat' sionals and.col leaves?
Do some professors use sexist hums to "spice up- a
dull subject" of make oaparaging comments about
WoMen as a group? How does this affect women in

,

the classroom?
%It

2

1

useclassroom examples in which the man is always .;the professional," the woman always the "client; or "patient," thus making
it more.difficult for women to imagine themselves in professional
roles:" Men and women faculty alike may ask questions and then
lo9k at men students onlyas if no women were expectea to respond." Some faculty may tend to ask women "lower order" fa'stual questions ("When did Wordsworth write the first version. of
The Prelude?") and reserve "higher order" critical questions for
men's ("What do you see as the maibi thematic differences between the 1805 and the 185Q versions?") Others may make seemingly helpful comments which nevertheless imply that women in
general are not as competeot as men ("I know women hate trou-

relate to women as equals in the larger wort of work and family
beyond the institution."
HOW A CHILLY CLIMATE CAN INTERFERE WITH
THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

In addition to its effects on, individual women and men
students, a learning climate that subtly or overtly communicates
different expectations for women than for men can interfere with
tbe educational process itself. 11, for example, it, is taken for
granted that women are less apt than men to participate in class
discUssion and their input is Wier not sought, or overtly or subtly
discourager' the contribution of half the class may be lost It,
faculty reinforce student perceptions that some fields of study
are "masculine': and some "feminine," students may shy away
frOm majors considered inappropriate Thus, departments and individual teachers may lose students of talent and potentive, and
many students' academic and career options may be foreclosed.

ble with spatial concepts, but
be happy to give you extra
help"). Some professors may be unaware that they interrupt
women more often than men students, or allow women 10 be easily interrupted by others in class discussion,

.'

In addition to subtle forms of discrimination in classroom interaction, more obvious behaviors can alto create a chilling

WHAT THIS PAPER HOPES'TO DO

climate. These mai-include disparaging comments about women
as a group and the use of sexist hbmorbr demeaning sexual al!usion (for example, a slide in an accounting class that features a
bikiniclaU woman "guaranteed to provide accurate meas.
urements.")
Whether overt or Subtle, differential treatment babed on sex is
far from innocuous. Its cumulative effects can be damaging not
only to individual .(omen and mekstudentr but also to the educational pjocess itself.

This paper 'is written "..) heir) faculty, students and administrators become more aware.of the subtleand not -so-

' VOICES FROM ME CAMPUS*
(Cotyltdled from page 1)
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HOW A "CHILLY" CLIMATE FOR WOMEN
AFFECTS ALL STUDENTS
Women Students
A chilling classroom climate puts women students at a signifi-

"I was discussing my work In a-public setting, when a professor cut
me off and asked me If I had freckles all over my body." ,

rilustrativeProbleMe

cant educational disadvantage. Overtly disparaging remarks
about women, as west ashore subtle diffefentit! behaviors, can

"I have not encolintered discrimination by faculty withltegard Jo
classroom and academic activities. I have, however, consciously
chcsen not to take particuler courses with faculty who have repute-

tions concerning sexual diScrimination. In this way, my scope of
available ettrseworlt was lithited,",
- (iliatucL13.41)
"
"No great work has ever beenattributed to any woman ininy of my
1... j classei. Even a woman whq has shared the fame whertshe Is

have a critical and lasting effect. When -they occur frequentlyespecially when they involve "gatekeepers" who teach
required courses, act as advisors, or serve as chairs of departmentssuch behaviors can have a profcund negative irract on

part of a team has been passed o'er by lecturers as 'these

women's academic and career development by:

gentlemen',"

discoutaging classroom participation;,
preventing students from seeking help outside of class;
causing students to drop or ay* c.certain classes, to switch

,

_Mewl P.16)
14

"There Is still the feeling that you can't Invest time and Interest id
women students ss you do With men students because there Is
uncertainty about the professionabcommitment on thesparl of the
woman student."
, (Fissixrnsetit Project Cali for infdfmation

majors or subspecialties within majors, and in some in-

former( acuity member in nonteaditional area)

stances ever' to leave a given institution;
minimizing the devbiopment of the individual colledial relationships with faculty which are crucial for future professional development;
dampening career aspirations; and
undermining confidence."

a deb; n of oar classmates W alkee out in mid-lecture after a Professor of Surgery pinched the breast prosthesis of a mastectomy pa-

tient and then (he breast Or trwoman radioloilist, saying 'I'd like to
bump Into either o('you in an elevator any time!' From such ex
ampies we learned how doctors treat our women patients and colt
leagues, and how are we to view women any differently?':
(Excerpts fromiefter tothelr dean from groupof women med(cai'studen(s who had just recehed

Instead of sharpening their intellectual abilities, women may
begin to believe and act as though:

medical degrees, asquoted in MLA,, p. 22)
4,

"One woman earned high grades In a traditionally male field. Her
professor announced to a mostly male class that this' represented
an unusual achievement 'for a women' and was art indicatiop, first,
' :hat the woman student was probably not rosily feminInb, and, sebond, that the males In the class were not truly masoullne, since
they allowed a woman to beat them."
(M(A, p. 20)

their presence in a given class, department, program or institution is at best peripheral, or at worst an unwelcome in,
Musion;

a.

1

,

.

0' their participation in bass disCussion is not expected, and
their contributions are not important;
their capacity for full intellectual development and professional success is limited; and
ri their academic and ,career goals are not matters for serious
. attent.nn or concern..
Men Students
While women students may be most directly harmed by an inhospitable climate, more students are also affected. If limited
views of women are overtly or subtly communicated by faculty,
some men students may experace reinforcement of their own
negative views about women especially because such views are
confirmed by persons of knowledge and status. This may make It
more difficult for men to perceive women students as full peers,
to work with them in collaborative learning situations, and to offer
them infdrmal support as calleaguet in the undergraduate or
graduate school setting. Moreover, it may hamper men's ability to

"I could write a book but much of what rhave said Is still veryfainful
to tee. I would hope that the study you ant doing will shed some light
on these vets, difficult problems beciuse I am convinced that wc,nen
ate being short changed by our higher educational institutions ."
(ResponSe to Project Cali tor information,
formertackity Member in nontraditional area)

.1

*The quotations that appear throughout this paper &eal rind re-

cent. Many come from surveys conducted by institutions
theMselves or by campus groups established to evaluate the Institu-'
tional climate for women. Unless otherwise noted, quotations come

from the awes's listed Id Appendix C. The fact that a quotation
comes from a given histitution In no way Implies that that institution
Is "chillier" for women.tflan other inedtutions; to the contrary, it in-

dicates that persons onlhat campus have sought to Identify proWarn areas and to devise strategies for change

3'

'

.

Se

il.

..s subtleways in which women and men stqdents are often

.

.

.

The devaluation of women's accomplishments is exacerbated by the related tendency to attribute males' success to skill

treated differently, and to indicate specific actions they can take

to create a learning clirnate that best fosters the intellectual

or ability but fe les' success to luck or to lack of difficulty of the
task to be pert med. In one study, for example, adult tutors work-

growth of all student. It v411:.
identify a wide range of overt and subtle faculty behaviors
that can create a chilly I arning climate;
identify classroom beha iors of men and women students
that may elicit different! I responsies from faculty;
oher specific recommendations which adfninistrators,
faculty, students,, and others can use to bring about greater
awareness and chninge; and
provide a list of resource materials including organizations,
researchers, a short bibliography, and an agenda for further
research.

ing with e

entary school students who completed a preestablished assignment were most likely to tell highachleving
obys that they were competent, but to tell high - achieving girls
that the assignment was easy. Thus, the cause for the children's
Identical achievement was viewed very differentlysimply on the
basis oche children's sex." Similar results are found in a number
of stud examining the perceived reasons for success in a variety of tasks performed by men and women." The attribution of success to wskill" in the case of men implies in part that men have
the ability to perform well or to Improve upon their performance;
the attribution of success to "luck" or lack of task difficulty in the
case of women implies that their success is due to external fn,
tors over which they have little control, and which they therefore
cannot rely on for future achievement.
If, as much research indicates ' young women internalize this
devaluation and "attribution" ttern of the larger society, they
are likely to be especially prone to doubt their own competence,
and abildies. Indeed, women students themselves may be just as
likely as males to downgrade "a woman's" academic work. In one
stay, for example, women college students rated scholarly ar'ti.cles higher if they believed they were written by a man than if
they believed they were written by a woman.g

Information for this paper has been compiled from several
kinds of sources, including empirical studies of postsecondary
and other classrooms;" reports and surveys by ndivkdual resear
chers, campus groups, and postsecondary institutions; and individual responses to a "Call Jor Information" issued in conj
tion with this project. Because classroom and other exc
ges
that occqr in the college context are in some respect
miler to
the everyday interchanges that occur between and mong, men
and women in the larger society," information from the growing
body of general research on men's end women's
1 and

rif

nonverbal behavior has also been reviewed witil an eye toward ids

possible implications ,for claSsroom climate. The examples
quoted, or described in. this paper are actual Incidents that have
occurred on campuses within the lastfew years..

DEVALUATION AND THE POSTSECONDARY
LEARNING CLIMATE

HOW `SMALI" BEHAVIORS rtREATE A CHILLY
CLAS

OOM CLIMATE

.
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DEVALUATION, EVALUATION AND DOUBT

.
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Colleges and uniwrsities ideally provide an environment that
differentiates betwfbn students only on tne basis of merit.

However, faculty Lad students are not automatically immune
from the limiting preconceptions held by the larger society or
from the everyday behaviors by which different perceptions of

The old saw that "a woman must be twice as pod to get half as

men and women are reinforced and expressed. To the contrary,
despite the increased enrollfnent of women students (njecent

far as a man" still contains a core of truth: our society tends in
many ways to value men more, than it values women, and to
assume that men's work and words are important, women's iess

years, college is often still considered a "masculine" environment where success depends on skills and abilities such as intellectual argumentation" and competenCe%4f1i "iv emetics
which women are viewed as lacking. As with work in society at
large, academic work done by men may be valued more highly

so.

The general tendency to devalue v men and their work is hluitrated by a wellknown series of
t
studies" in which two
groups of people were asked to ev luate particular items, such as
articles, paintings, resumes, and the lee. The names attached to
the items given to each group of evaluators were clear:v either
male or female, but reverted for 'each groupthat is, what one
group believed was originated by a man, We other believed was
originated by a woman. Regardless of the items, when they were
ascribed to a roan they were rated higher than when they were
ascribed to a woman. In all of these studies, women evaluators
were as likely as men to downgrade those items ascribed to

than that done by women; a woman student may have to outOer
h r male peers to be taken seriously by her professors.

Because many women may consciously or unconsciously
share society's limited view of w men's abilities, some women
(as well as some men faculty) m expect less of their women
studentsexpectatio9s that in many instances may become self fulfilling prophecies. Moreover, although many women students
may begin their college careers with energy and ambition, they
maiat the same time, have less confidence about their capacity
to achieve academic and professional success. Indeed,studies

women.

Another form of devaluation may Occur when women exhibit
'behavior that is viewed as "masculine" rather than "feminine."
An ambitious male pre-law, student is viewed as behaving appropriatelV and is likely. to receive encouragement when he
speaks about wanting to be a judge; however, a female student
expressing ;the, identical goal may be viewed with surprise.

suggest that women postsecondary students are more likely than
men tp doubt their abilities and to attribute their success to tuck
or hard work rather than to skill."As one professor notes:
[Self confidence and the need for encouragement and advice)
is the primary area in which male and female students differ
quite a bit ...1 had women students who were very bright and

perhaps as "odd," '"unfeminine," "too striving," or "too am.
bitious." Thus, fanny may view and respond to the same

who didn't perceive of themselves as such. Whereas I had
men studan'ts Mc) were of moderate 'capabilities and convinced that their brilliance was going um ecognized."

behavior differently depending on the sex of the student. Males

who act qispassionately may be viewed as "objective" but
females as "cold." if a woman, does exceptionally well, she may
be praised for"thinking like a man"a backhanded compliment
which implies that there is something wrong with "thinking like a
wornan," which she Is.

studert may well nave a special neeo for a college
climate that specifically acknowledges them as indiviquals and
recognizes their abll ties, contributions and accomplistim'nts.
Women

4

EXPERIENCES IN EARLY SCHOOLING

Women and men students are likely to enter college with dif-

ferant educaticinal historieseven if they, have attended the
same elementary and high schools. Ongoing research, indicates,
for example, that elementary teachers frequently treat boys and

anonymous members of a group fror9 whop. certain behaviors
can be expected, rather than as indrviduafs with unique com
petencie

Becaose everxday inequities usually occur without either

and urge them to "try harder" if they are initially unsuc-

party's Jun awareness of exactly what has happened, they are
often difficult to identify and to change. Especially when they occur in the college context, they can have profound cumulative and
lasting ramifications such as:
distorting a teacher's,..and student's evaluation of pert or.

cessful (thus imparting the message that they ttaveltie ability to succeed);
give boys specific Instructions on how to complete a project,

abilities. For example, computing a math problem ("Wome,n
aren't good with c oers"j, writing a thesis ('!Women have

girls differently in everyday classroom interactionoften without
knowing that they do so." primary school teachers tend to:
talk more to boys, ask them more "higher order" questions,

mance with preconceived expectations about women's

trouble thinking c..tically"), or doing a lab experiment

but show girls how to do itor, do It for them;
talk to boys-regardless of location in the classrooin, but
often only to girls who are nearby; and

praise boys for the intellectull quality of their work and
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criticize there for lack of form and neatness, but do the op-

posite for girls."
Although there are obvious differences between colleges and
elementary schools, some patterns of student-teacher interaction
established at lower schnol levels may help set ihrt stage for expectations and interactions in the college classroom.'
EXPERIENCES IN SOCIETY: EVERYDAY INEQUITIES

Small differentifal behaviors that often occur in,the course of
everyday interchangessuch as those in which individuals are
either singled out or ignored because of sex, race or agehave
been called "micro-inequities" by Mary P. Rowe, Special Assis-

''Women are cluinsy with lab equipment");
provoking and reinforcing expected behaviors that are of
negative value in We academic setting ("Won\en tend to
over-react, women can't handle criticism.") Often when one
expects a particular behavior one may unconsciously encourage it or allow it to occur;
using up women students' energies in conflict, anger, and
self-skollbt ("Why am I so upset? Maybe I'm,,really not up to
college work."); and
provoking feelings' of helplessness, especially when there
are no channels for dis;ussion and no appropriate actions
ror remedies available.

THE POWER OF WORDS:

tant to the President at M.I.T." Each instancesuch as a
disparaging comment or an oversight which affects only
members of a given group-may in and of itself seem trivial, and
may even go unnoticed. However, when taken together

throughout the experience of an individual, these small differences in treatment ten create an environment which "main-

tain(s) unequal opportunity, because -they are the air we
breathe ... and because we cannot change the personal
characteristic ... that leads to the inequity.""

.

EVERYDAY INEQUITIES IN THE POSTSECONDARY SETTING

Such"every day inequities" can intrude into ttie postsecondary

setting, and can "tcul the procesisj of education"" for women
students. A recent analysis which identifies types of incidents
women in postsecondary education consider discriminatory,
found that "contrary to ... initial expectations that by far the
greater number pf reported incidents would involve direct and
overt discrimination .. an equal or greater number concerneS
subtle forms of discrimination, wtech the women involved found
as trying and inequitable in their own way as more outrageous or

overt discrimination."" In fact, subtle andior inadvertent in, cidents can sometimes do the most damage, because they often
occur without th2 full awareness of the profepsor or the student
When they ocea.in the classroom, or in related learninci situations, everyday inequities can indeed reate a chilly climate for
women. ,
EVERYDAY INEQUITIES IN INDIVIDUA
INTERCHANGES .

5NTTEACHER

.. In other clines they hear women described as 'fat housewlYes,"dumb
blondes,' as physically 'dirty,' as bro)ds,"chickl,' or 'dimes,' depending
on the age of the Speaker.''

'

.-

(MInd, ri. 21)

110Intt instruct0 ,lnIpatticuler; .,. when-we were reading novels ..": would.
Make suChcommentSASWell..you girls probably foundihis boring"or4You

womea..wouh10,imuarstand this feeling that men.:have.' After a while I
began to feel depressed while attending this class and listaninglo his
disparagements ol_wenten. It inspires in one afeiling of avrthiessnest.", -' (Femairdfumanitles,
Sagglat p. 130)
.
,.

.,

"Class lintels takinuP byiomy prolisiars with dirly.jokea which ...often
happen to be derogatory to women (Le., referyinfto,a woman by a part of her

anatomy; portraying worn)* 'In Jokes

s simpleminded or 4eases.

'

showing . i..:Ivomen as part of"the Vonore on' on a slide).."
,-,,,.,, .. (ftespopsetotrolect Call information, veterinary student)
.

"fil saw t ilidt show In(Cours: X) onComputors which had Minsk m
i n bikinis standing next to computers and the narration of the film Mal
comments such as 'Look-et those measentments.' std., quite sexist (andra
little oross, also)." ,
..
(Male, PhysiCal Sclodces.
fk. ay, p.102)

'

Maay professors; while admitting awarepe: of sex stereotyping language,
often Justify their continued use of these labels. Frequently, they Joke about
their continued Male chauvinism, As though their admission serves as en
exoneration for a continuationW sexism.'
(Female. Natural Resources, itarhillaY;P.131)
.

,

"One niemorable.-inetructor (whose-course was inquired okall graduate
students)regularljrinformideach new generation ofgraduate students that
women were not good for much of, anything but sexual exercises. He en

toyed, goinginto graphk desc-riptionrot the trials and tribulations of a

In individual interchanges with twb students, a professor disappointed in a male student's project might say. "Your work is inexcusab:y sloppy; you'll never make it that way! ".However, in exactly the same circumstance, the professor Might say to a woman

journey !OW with a group of students dining which &seism-ale experienced the onset of menstruation'. "Blood all over the damn place,' our professor
told the class,'had to hike miles out of the canionammaliisatismiato
find wadding to stuff
t u1;

student: "My God, you're as incompetent as rri,wife! Go home

"Every time I tell my advisor about my dissertation, he says, 'Ohs that's a
very Important issue for women,' MIlhesis involved Issues which are important toroth men and women but he persists in Waft to me as a woman,
rather Man as a serious-student,. es If the two were mbompatIble."
("Illustrative Problems")
,
.
.
"Certain Instructors in the departthentare known formatting sexist jokes,
rind haying rather *exist attitudes! so It affects-my rapport with them, but I

where you belong!'?' The woman student to whom s..ch a
"trivial" comment has been made may find herselkupset,
angryand perhaps truly doubtful about her competencb. She
may also feel confused, because what eems'a.l'petty" incident
has sparked In her such a strong response. Her professor, meanwhile, may be quite unaware that his comment h,as linked her
academic performance to her sex by communicatIng a perception
of herfot primarily as an individual learner, but as a woman who,
like "all women,".is of limited intellectual ability, operajg out-

side of her "appropriate" sphere, and !ilcely to fail. (Mcleod,
women studentsunlike men studentsare too often seen as

in hero...:"

.

-

don't think if has affected the assignment of grades or of course
assignments,' - ..,"
(Female, Biological Sciences, filtagley. p. 103)
o

-

"I have yet to hear professor comment on-the daily appearance of a Male
colleague, I have yet -if go through a week withokt some cdmment pertaining to my-aPpearaftice"
.
(J ffivarti I 8)
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Overtly discriminatory comments on the part of faculty are still
surprisingly prevalent These comments are often,
those teachers who engage in them may
ay be
unaware of their potential to do real harm. They may occur not only in individual studentteacher Interchangei, but also in
classrooms, office consultations, academic advising situations
and other learning contexts.
There are some indications that overtly sexist verbal behavior
on the part of Npulty may be most concentrated in those fields"
and institutions where women are relative newcomers, iind that it
often increases in both intensityird effect at the graduate level.

.

bad taste (usually depicting women is a sexual context
which is typically derogatory) in order to create a lively atA
mosphere in class.""
comments that disparage scholarship about women, or that
ridicule specific works because they deal with women's
perceptions and feelings. Such comments can reinforce
students' perceptions that what men think, feel and do is im
portant, while women's roles, actionsond feelings are not
worth` learning about.

(For a discussion of the special problems encountered by

Often, faculty feel that overtly sexist comments and related
behaviors are trivial. or "facts of *life --accepted and harmless
features of evkryday Conversation. In some instances, teachers
may simply speak out of habit with no .11 intent. In other. in
stances, however, teachers themselves may be upcomtortable

graduate women and by women in traditionally masculine fields,
see pp. 10.12.)

The invidious nature of such comments can perhaps best be
understood by comparing them to similar racial remarks. Few, if
any, professors would make disparaging comments about blacks'
seriousness of purpose or academic commitment, or use racist

with women students, have a restricted view of women's abilities
and roles and/or be consciously or unconsciously hostile toward
women. Some teachers may unk1cowingly use sexist humor to
relieve their own anxieties or hostilities.
Just as they may arise from several motives, overt comments
disparaging to women may be intended to serve a variety of purposes. For example, sexist humor may ostensibly be designed to
foster collegiality between a teacher and the class. However, it
may have the apposite effect on femile students: sexist humor

humor as a classroom device. (In order to experience the
derogatory nature of such comments, the reader may wish to
substitute the word "black" (or other minority) in the examples
that folldw):

comments that disparage women h general, such as
habitual references td "busybody, middle-aged womeQ,"
statements to the 'effect Ah at "women 'are rro good at

'

anything," or the description of a class comprised solely of
women as a "goddamn chicken pen."
comments that disparage women's intellectual ability, such

and other overtly disparaging comments may in fact alienate
Women students (and some male students as well) and thus

as belittling women's competencies in-spatial concepts,
math, etc., or making statements in class cLdcusgion such
as "Well; you girls don't understand ..."
comments that disparagewomen's seriousness andlor

caucus at one western university notes, ''The phychological
undermining of ... female students' confidence and self-esteem
is ritualized through sexist jokes and coin ants ... This patroniiing of female students, in both its subtle and gross forms, impedes, if no destroys, intellect/al exchange between female

academic commitment,suCh as "I know you're competent,
and your thesis advisor knows yqu're competent. The question in our minds is, are you really serious about what you're
doing?" or "You're so cute. I can't see Nu as a professor of
anything."
comments that divert discussion of a woman student's work

toward a discussion of her physical attributes or ap-

.

dating, about women students waiting to be called by men,
etc.i.e., the usual fooling around which relies on a certain

pearance, such as cutting a student off in midsentence to
praise her attractiveness, or suggesting that a student's
sweater "looks big enough for both of us!' (While such comments may seem harmless to some professors, and may
even be made with the aim of complimenting the student,
they often make women uncomfortable because essentially
private matters related primarily to the sex of the student are
made to take precedence over the exchange of ideas and information.)
.
comments about women faculty that define them in terms of
their sex rather than their professional status (e.g., "It must
be that time of month") or that disparage their professional
accomplishments, such as greeting the announcement of a
female colleague's book with "After all, it's only her dissertation, and you know her (presumably, male) advisor must

have written most of that.- (SuCh comments can be
especially damaging, since the attitudes and behaviors of
women faculty; and of male faculty toward them, is often

"the most direct evidence available to students of both
sexes of what It means to be a professional women in our
§ociety."")
comments that refer to males as "men" but to females as
"girls," "gals," etc. rather than "women." This non-parallel
terminoiogy Implies that women are viewed as simil "r to
children and thus less serious or capable than men.

directly, affect the climate of the class as a whole. As a women's

tIo.

students and male faculty members (and female faculty members
who have adopted the same posture).""
Some faculty may also intentionally (or inadvertently') use sexist comments, andlor inappropriately personal or sexual
references, in order to annoy or distract women, or to trivialize
fAlomen's contributions, especially in circumstances where perfor-

mance is being eyaluated." (This,,,ort of behavior is often
reported by professional women, ar743.iso by women graduate
students, one of whom, for example, cites tieing distracted,py a
male examiner's inappropriate comments in tne middle of an oral
examination.")
Whether or not their intended purposes are "innocent," sexist
humor and overtly sexist comments can interfere with classroom
learning and have negative effects that go far beyond the immediate classroom or relate,' learning situation.

THE,CLASSRQOM'S SILENT LANGUAGE
"What I find &waging and dishyartenIng are the underlying

attitudes... thy surprise I se* when a woman does well In an examthe

cendescondIng smile when she doesn't.",
(Female, Physical Sciences, fiadelgy, p.126)

-There are reports that a few leeching assistants suggest tq their
laboratory classes that gins not work together as partners, because of A
presumed lack of use with handling equipment,"
(Chair, Department of Physics, fifijkolay, p. #0)

"I haw witnessed female students In two lower division courses treated as
omementsas if they lacked sny semblance of Intellectual capacity both
occyslons.bylatio Instructort.'1"
Wale, Sochi! Sc(iqces.214111E6 p.130)

comments that rely on sexist hurpor as a classroom device,

either "Innocently" to "spice up a dull subject or with the
conscious or unconscious motive of making women feel uncomfortable. Sexist hum& can range from-the blatantly sex-

ual, such as a physics lecture in which the effects of a
vacuum are shoWn by changes in'the size of a crudely-drawn

woman's "boobs,"" 07 the depictiob of women iri anatomy

teacliing slides as Playboy centerfolds, to inkes about

Like verbal behavior, nonverbal and other behavlorscan also
help shape classroom climate. A professor's nonverbal behavior"
an signal inclusion or exc.:usion of groNp members; indicate interest and attention of the opposit a; comthunicate expectation of
students' success or failure; and foster or impede students' con-

fidence in their own abilities to learn specific tasks and procedures.

'8

General studies of nonverbal behavior -show that women may
be more sensitive to nonverbal cues than men are." Consequently, women students are especially likely to'benef it from behaviors

and simultaneously "put in their place" as support proles
sionals in the traditkvally female field of nursing rather
than as full colleagues.
favoring men In choosing student assistants. el many in

that recognize them as individuals and encourage themfor In
stance, making aye contact and nodding. Additionally, women are

stitutions, men are still more likely than woMen to be choien
by faculty for these positions." which can provide students

very apt to piCk up on "mixed signals"such as verbal en. #
couregernent that is coupled with nonverbal behavior witich.indicates a lack of interest or attention (moving away, looking
elsewhere, shuffling papers).
arvations of classroom interactions," as, well as general
/stuales of nonverbal behavidr lo everyday 'situations, indleate
that girls and women often receive and ,give different nonverbal
cues than boys and men do. These differences may well arise
from differences in the perception of ability, value and status
traditionally associated with men-and women." As mentioned
previously, classroom observations at the elemeritary :eve! show
that teachers more frequently talk to boys no matter where they

contact with faduity and opportunities for learning new
skills and building confidence. Moreover, such course
related work experience with faculty can play a crucial role
in-sponsorship for Jobs and admission to graduate and pro. fessional prog'r'ams."
giving men detailed instructions in how to complete a parholder problem or lab assignment in the expbctation they
will twentualir succeed on their own, but doing the assignmeat for womenor allowing them to fall with less instrucHon."
allowing women to bi physically "squeezed out" from viewing a laboratory assignment of a demonstration." This sort
of physical exclusion can interfere with women students' op
portunity to learn on their own.
making direct sexual Overtures. Direct sexual harassment by
faculty can lead women students not only to feel ttireatened,
but also to perceive that they are viewed by faculty primarily

are in the classroom, but to girls only when they are nearby. Thus,

boys tend to command active teacher attention regardless of
closeness to or distance from the teacher, while girls do not."
Moreover, patterns of male-female interaction typical in society
at large may well be carried- ovec,into the classroom setting. For

&temple, both in and out of class, men tend to claim more
hysical space than women (e.g., outstretched arms-rather than

in sexual terms, rather than as It ilviduals capabiesof

arms folded, Sprawling posture, etc.) to make greater use of

scholastic and professional achievement. (For a discussion

Aassenive and attention-getting gestures, to maintain eye contact
rather thea-lo-avert their gaze, and to use touching as a way to

.

assert 6ower or domance."

of sexual harassment by facultrand its effects on women
students' self-esteem and academic and career commitment, see Frank J. Till, Sexual Harassment: A RepOrt on the
Sexual Harassment of Students, NationarAdvisory Council
on Women's Educational Programs, August 1980 and "Sex.
ual Harassment: A Hidden issue," Project on the Status and
Education of Women, 1978, listed in the Resource section of
this paper.)

Faculty may treat men and women students differently in the
following manner:
making eye contact more often with men than with women,

so that individual men students are more likely to feel
recognized and encouraged to participate In class. (One
teacher, for example, concerned because few women took
part in discussion, learned from her students that she tend-

SUBTLE MESSAGES IN CLASS
PARTICIPATION PATTERNS

ed to ask a question and then to make eye contact with men
onq, as If only men students were expected to respond.)';
nodding and gesturing 4110f0 often in response to men's
.qe.wstions ancicomments than to woman's.

Mik

'My high school girl friends vied to be the egthlesi and met talkative,
students Idelps*: Wheelve got Mott* do* our
vacation !rant cob

modulitirg tonb (for example, using a .tone that corn
municates interest when talking with men, but a patron Ing
,or impatient tone when talking with women).
assuming a posture of attentiveness (for example, leaning.
fotetard) when men ;weak, but the opposite (such as looking
at the clock) when women make comments.
habltually.choosing a location near mer students. (Proximity In The coijege classioom may invite comments primarily
from those sitting close by.)
,
excluding women from course-related activities, such as

lege, the gins who wen(to oomo` kat:hoofs said they hardly talked at all In
their classes: f ofruidoMbiditnis Ill go to prestigious wants 4 cahoot),

t

and women arenotetwnstioent.there_.
plo Iran !Atomic NI; coil-414dd* WiltpiddfiNT, DC, 1961)

"In mIxedlexclassieohis Itiedften erdrentely difficult for-lernalit to talk;
end Weill more (Nina* lot Wolters to provide Short with Ohl °P.ortiffit7This Is not lyceum teachers me Miprenyle sextet beirlea.:!tedbeeleve fheY
an t governed by the semen** as everyonselitil.n.
,
,_

field hips, or attempting to discourage their participation
because women am "too much trouble," etc. (Subh exclusion is illegal under Title IX.")
grouping students aecor'cling to sex, especially In a way

(Dal toncler; "Don't teik, Mere

:iiifirgggrai,taisgpiNg3111711,p.14)

"A professor repeatedlY 'auts off women while A:the/n*0 of enseiring in
class. He rarefy does WS tO Mee
;
.1111=d ix 8)

dasies, I exPerlervied myself.* a pinion to it taken lightly. In one
seminar, f was never allowed to finish a sentence-them seemed to bee
tacit underitanding that f mow had artihIng to Say.!'
(/fluxttdlrrvrobi MS1

which implies that women students are not as competent as
Of do not haw status equal to men. Women students, for example, have reported that some teachers Insist there be no

ailwomen lab teams because women cannot handle
laboratory equipment on their own. (Other professors may
group the women togetherno they can help each other," o'r

Subtle and inadvertent differences in the ways faculty treat
men and woman students can dampen women's participation and
lead them to doubt the value of their contributions. In mixed -sex
college classrooms, even the brighest women students often remain silent, a101ough they may submit excellent written work and
will frequently approach a teaoher privately after class to follow
up on Issues raised earlier." Indeed, it has coma to be taken for
granted by many faculty and students alike that men will usually
dominate the discussion in college classrooms, and many resear
chers h e confirmed thel women students are less likely to be
verbally
gressive in coeflucational settings." Although

so that they "dtt delay the men.") Some women have
reported certain professors instruct male medical students

to "scrub" with the faculty but women medical students
with nurses." These-kindLof arrangements may not only
lead wore= "students to Ctibt their competence, but also
preveht womenfor yrhom "hands-on experipice" can be
especially important buliding cpnfidefra3"from learning
as much as men studMs.

If men student, are expected toand dotake over lab
procedttres, women are likely to be observers rather than
lop
participants.

women's si ce cab put them at a considerable disadvan
Cage not only an academic but also in a career setting -only

"scrub" sessions May serve as Informal learning dr.

recently has the pattern of less participation by women become a
rnaber for concern and research.
,.

cr mstances from which women are excluded as loaners
0

c-

7

In many classes, women postsecondary students are called on
. less often than men students," and some. women simply remain
silent. However, as mentioned earlier, those women students who
do make an effort to participate may find that their comments are
disproportionately interrupted by teachers and by male

:'Prolessots(all male)consIstently cart statisticians We.' Onehas said three
times In class 'the ststimIcian of the future will wear a mini-calculstor on
Ms belt,' even though one half 01 the class are wornaretraining to be statisticians."
(Female. Physical Sciences.
P. 131)

classmates, andlor that faculty are less likely to develop their

"Women are addressed by first namei, men by their lasts"
(Health and Physical Sciences Progrsm, Aida*. p. 59)1

points than 'hose made by menstudents." Curndlative classroom
experierices such as these can contribute to women students'

understand.'"

feeling and actin as though their opinions are of little importanceneither sought out nor listened ro.
Factors that may make it difficult for women to participate in
class, but that may occur without the full awareness of either

predominately masculine
nouns In referonce to beta student and faculty. It seems like's small tog but Is pervasive and influential."
(Female, Physksl Sciences,
106)

"II (the) instructor can't answer cluestions Its or she) says, 'You girls don't

... many women, especially undergraduates. are rilscouriged by the

students or faculty, are discussed in the following sections. They
include:
everyday inequities in the ways men and watlitin

(

Teachers themselves may inadvertently reinforce women
students' "invisibility," and/or communicate different expects
tions .for women than for ;nen students. Faculty behaviors that

talkespecially in taskoriented group situationsthat
may be carridd over into the classroom;
faculty behaviors in initiating and managing class discus-

can have this effect" include but are not limited to the following:
ignoring women students while recognizing men students,
even when women clearly volunteer to participate In class.
(This jiattern, which may lead individual women students to
feel "inviijble," parallels the experiences of many women in
professional meetings or other formal groups, who often
raise their hands to no avail wee man after man Is recogniz
ed by thechair.)
calling directly on me/ students but not on women students.
Male faculty, especially, may tend to call directly on men
students significantly mere often than on women students."
This may occur because faculty unconsciously presume
men will have more of value to say and/or will be more eager
to speak up. Sometimes, however, faculty may wish to "pro-

sion that can inadvertently reinforce these patterns and
discourage women's participation;

features of the college classroom as a "m&uline" and
competitive setting for discussion that can put some women
-students at a disadvantage; and

characteristics of *omen's classroom "style"as con.
trasted to that of menwhich may lead women's comments
to be taken less seriously than men's.
EVERYDAY INEGUITtES.IN TALK THAT MAY BE CARRIED INTO
THE CLASSROOM"
Despite the popular notion that in everyday situatione,women
talk more than men, studies show that In formal groups contain.
Ing men anchvomerti_
men talk racire an women;
men talk for Ion r periods and take more turns at speaking;

tect" women students from' the ,"embarrassment" they
assume women may feel about speaking in class, and thus
simply discount them as participants.

men exert more ontrol over the topic of conversation;
men interrupt w en much more frequently than women interrupt men;" an
men's irderruptio s of women more often introduce-trivial or
Inappropriately p rsonal comments that bring the woman's
discussion t
'nd or change its focus."
Not onl
en task more, &tit what men say often carries
more weight. A suggestion made by a man is more likely to be
listened to, credited to him, developed in further 511scussion, and

calling men students by name MON often than women
students. Sometimes faculty are surprised to discover that
they know the names of proportionately morfrmen students
than women students in their classes. Calling a student by
,7 name reinforces the student's sense of being recognized as
an ininvidual. (Students of both sexes should be addressed
)in "-parallel" terms ... last names for both, or first names for
both*. Calling men by last name but women ix first name implies that women are not on a pier with men
adults or as
C.,
future professionals.)
addressing the class as it no women were present. Asking a
questiormith "Suppose your wife ..." or "When you werela

adopted by a group than the same suggestion made by a
woman." "(The difficulty in "being heard" or "having their com
menti taken seriously" has often been nosed by women in.profes
sional peer groups And is strikingly similar to those cited bi some
women college students.)
Ali too often neither faculty nor students are aware of 'these

boy ..." discounts women students as potential contributors.
"coaching" men but not women students in working toward
a fuller answer by probing for additional elaboration or ex.
planation (for example. "What do you mean by that? Why do
you see it as a major turning point?"). This pattern, which

patterns of behaviof and it is then that they can doi-Ihelnost
twin. Without knowing precisely Why, individual women students
may come to feel,and to behave as though'they are marginal par
ticipants In the academic enterprise.

has beep identified at the elementary level" may communicate to the male student who Is engaged In dialogue
not only that his point is Important, but also that he has the
ability to answer the question, and can spcceed if he tries
harder. If women are not "coached." they do notget the
same reinforcement to respond to intellectual challenges.
waiting longer for men than for women to answer a question
before going on toanother student. Studies at the elemen-

WAYS OF CONDUCTING C4ASS DtSCIISSION THAT CAN
DISCOURAGE WOMEN STUDENTS
.,

Two of the. arnured professors In my department re
-the male
raduale-itildehts' notes but somenow have trouble r ernbehii women
grid suidents'netrars..'," - ("I "Wive Problems")

tary level indicate that teachers tend to give brighter

"Some profeasofkurtrxinseiously: use 'mutat terminology flof exempt*,
leaking to womenlalltelf 20's 'signs. of saying 'You call In a pathologist
and *label the wiecIntion- .:;% %argot thelmpresslon thereat, no women

students more time to formulate a response." Initial observallons by researchers suggest that this pattern may a& at---fect tea -hers' Interaction with students on the basis of sex.
If so
may both reflect and reinforce women studs ts'
cies:- dm; reticence. Like interrupting women, givi
women less time to answer a question may subtly comp
munlcato that women are not expected to know the answer.
(Men's silence following a question may be more likely to be
perceived as due to reflection or to the effort to formulate an

professionals in the swat'
.

0 Prolog Call

(Health and PhyskalSclincss Program, ad:dm p.59)

InformItIon, relefinvy student)

If 01 women doesn't anawatand something, shit Is dismissed. If RI male

doevvt onderstod, he gels &Ow attention."
Iffftelthand Modksaclencat Program, ibdiskty.p. 59)
:-"tWorrten who asked quietism are not eneWwcf, so women haw stopped
oraileg qUeritionf.:
1. r
MHO sat I Medical Sciences Program. AEU*, p. 59)

answerg mornen's to "shyness" or lack of a suitable
respondeP ---/
8

interrupting women students (or allowing them to be
disproportionately interrupted by peers). As disdussed

;In seminars
: have noted different responses by both facJity end
students to the presentations of other students ... many women tend to
work in areas more closely related to the indifuluat experience, while men

previously, this may seem sc, natural that it may be "invisi.
ble" However, it may lead some women to wonder about the
wo(th of thejr comments, andior to withdraw from attempts
to participate in class.

seem to worn more with Issues involving larger groupings in society. There
is more attention and validation given to the latter and often presentations
do the more personal individual level are ignored or treated lightly as less
impprtant. The more abstract the issue, the more status it has. Therefore;

many very fine presentations by women are not given the attention they
deserve."
(Female, field of study not designated, fiedegy, p.97)

asking women students questions that require fac tual
answers (low order questions) while asking men questions

that demand personal evaluation and critical thinking
(higher order questirns). Such a pattern presumes, and subt
ly communicates to women students, that they may not be
capable of independent thought.

Men and women otniously speak the same language, however,
the manner In which they speak may tend to differ in ways that
many people are not consciously aware of. Nevertheless, these
different speaking styles may be a significant factor in faculty
perceptions 9f what students say. One classroom researcher
notes that "Rpm valued patterns of speech in college and univer-

responding more extensively: to min's comments than to
women's comments. This pattern may be exacerbated
tiecaose men studtnts may also be more likely to pay more
attention to and to pick up on each other's comments, but to
overlook those made by women." Thus, men students may
receive far more reinforcement than women for intellectual
participation.

sity settings are more often found among men than among
women speakers." These patterns include:
highly assertive speech;

impersonal and abstract styles (often incorporating the

crediting men's comments to their "author" ("... as 8111
pointed out") but not giving authorship to women's com-

generic "he"); and
competitive, "devil's advocate" interchanges."

nients. Giving authorship is,a way of providing acknowledgement, praise, and reinforcement in the course of developing

In a college or university setting, these ways of talking are
often "equated with intelligence and authority. "" As mentioned
earlier, students may perceive competitive intellectual argumentation as "masculine" and some women students may feel uncomfortable in adopting this so-called "masculine", way of talking. Equally important, women students' own styles of speaking
may incorporate features that are devalued in the traditionally
masculine academic context.

a point. Women are likely to be especially discouraged If
authorship of their comments or suggestions is given to
male speakers who restate cr oeveiop women's statements
as ttiough they were their own.

makinb seemingly helpful comments vAlch Imply that
women are not as competent as men. Comments such as "I
know that women have difficulty handling this equipment,
but I'll be glad to help you after class" are likely to reinforce

WOMEN'S SPEECH AND WOMEN'S SILENCE"

the individual student's and the class' perception that
she--and perhaps women as a groupare deficient in ,ome
skills. Moreover, they may Imply that some fields require
"masculine" skills and women who choose them are apt to
encounter inordinate difficulty."
.phrasIng classroom examples in a way which reinforces a
stereotyped and ngetive view of women's psychological

"I have noticed that women tend to be much more tentative in seminars;
often they will ask questions in lieu of making pronouncements. More often
than not, that ahlestibbs ere treated with condiscension,-41 they are nor ignored entirely. I think male professors and graduate students will have to

think seriously and openly about these more subtle, stylistic dil
ferencusabout the perpetuation of the 'old boy' system In the cliqesoora,
as well as In the Job marketbeton we can expect eny major changes to
occur..
(Female, field of study not designated
y, p. 90)

traits, such as a description of a female character in
literaturi3 as "typically weak and irrational."
-using classroom examples that reflect stereotyped Ideas
about men's and women's social and professional roles, as
when the scienilst, doctor,- or accountant is always "he,"
while the lab assistant, patient or secretary is always "she."
using the generic "he" or "man" to represent both men and

"One of the greatest problems women faculty and students confroht is how
to be taken seriously In the daily life of colleges and universities. This pro-

blem has strong linguistic components since speech characteristics are
often made into end *valuated as symbols of the person... The valued patterns of speech in college and university settings are more often found
among men than among women speakers..."

women, as in "When a writer Is truly innovative, what criteria
aan we Use to measure his achievement?" or "Besides men
who can organize well and think clearly, what other essen-

(Barrie Thome, "Claiming Verbal Space: Women,
Speech and Language In College Classroorns,"p.5)

tials are needed to build an industry?""

Researchers on sex differences in language have identified

reacting to comments or questions articulated In a
"feminine style" as inhorently of less value than those

features wh)ch usuz,:.",y occur more Often in the speech of women

than of men. These ways of talkingmany of which are used in

stated In a "masculine style." The assumption /hat a woman

everyday conversation not only by women, but also by individuals

student who begins a comment hesitantly and "overly"

and groups with low status and little powermay put women
students at a particular disadvantage in an academic setting.

politely (as In "I wonder if maybe ..."), or who makes a state

ment with questioning intonation, does not have a good
grasp of the subject or has little of importance to say, may
lead a teacher to "tune out" or to interrupt and rephrase.

They include:

hesitation and false starts ("I think ... I was wondering ...")
high pitch
"tag" questions ("This is really important, don't you think?")
a questioning intonation in making a statement ("The second chapter does most to clarify the theme?")
excessive use of qualifiers (Don't you think that maybe
sometimes ...')

However, this style may reflect the way women have learned

to talk in our culture, and may have little relation to,the
validity of what is said. (See 'Women's Speech And
Women's Silence" for further discussion.)
THE CLASSROOM AS A "MASCULINE"
SETTING FOR DISCUSSION

'The see ellscrfmktetien which I have encountered ...has been more tacit
than Otplicit: 1 MN NW women tend to shy awai4pm the two areas In
which lam moat Involved... and that most professors In these areas never
atop 10 consider eft this might be so. I am nor sure of the mesons myself,
bat I de lutow.thet both Whet* fields encourager a kind of argumentative
and eginsilvi Styli which 1 find particulatly distasteful. think. other
women Mel MO sante way."

(For" 11010/ &NOM des Vag ed, Watt P90)

>other speech forms that are excessively polite and deferen-

tial ("This Is probably not important, but ...")
Some suggest that these speech patterns have developed as
response to Inequities in the larger society. if one has little power
and is not as highly regarded as others, one had better express

oneefelf politbly and cautiouslyand girls are often raised to do
so I 'owever, women postsecondary studentsas well as women

face tyfipd themselves in a double-bind if they.use these
'ally feminine" ways of talking In the classroom.
11 "tYn.
If, for example, a woman student begins her comments.
9

,

4,

hesitantly and uees many qualifiers, she may be immediately

meaning, pat nting and sometimes outright Insulting manner. I believe

perceived by her teacher and by her classmates as unfocused and

the high attriti n rate of female graduate students is .n lallge part a reiuU et
tlis informal le el support."
(Assistanfprolessor, BO-elev. p. 30)

unsure of what she wants") say. Her "overly polite" style *may)

,
VI mate professor, Introducing his k
graduate
graduate student who was giving
a seminar said' 'It's nice to find a student wh.. fs lnteligent and can write,
bus It doesn't hurt if she's also good-looking." .
: (alma p.10)

seem to "invite" Interruptions by, or inattention 'from, both
teacher and other students. Indeed, even the most insightful

points made in 'his mannerespcially by a womanmay be
taken less seriously than the identical points made by a man or
delivered in a more Inasculine" assertive style.
Some nonverbal behaviors found more often among women
than among men" may also work to women students' disadvantage in the classroom. While men tend, for example, to use asser

"My research is taken mole seriously than the research of women in our
group." s
(Male, Enginee,..4g,Parkeley, p. 86)
..

.

a reader this year, I was treated as an additional secretary."

(Femalts. Humanittes,13erkeley, p. 84)

tive gestures (such as pointing) coupled with loud tones to

. . . (Mk fleck of senior women faculty to servras ptotessO-s or adviser's)
has been the single most Important deficit of tht Rh.D. 'experience.' I have
no sense that my advisor end/or department supports my professional efforts. believes in my ability of ciires whetrer or not 1 succeed. I would say
this feeling is more pen/ashy with female students."
(tielvirt p. 27)

underscore statements, most women have "learned" to display
"submissive" gestures and facial expressions, such as.
.

-

"1 certainly do not feel that women are treated like colleagues in (x) Dept. As

"inappropriate" smiling (smiling while making a serious
statement or asking a question)
Livening their eyes, especially in dealing with men and /or

"/ pave received comments such as 'You're not really serious about tha
-degree, are you?' Or, 'Well, it doesn't matter if you finish your thesis ;his
year. You probably won't use it for much anyway.' "

with those in positions of authority (including their professors).

rIllultrkthei Problems')

These and similar kinds of behaviors that deviate from the male

"norm" may lead faculty to pqrceive women students as
frivolous, uncertain, and perhaps flirtatious. They may also lead
faculty to prejudge both women's comments and their academic
, commitment.
Some argue that women students would be best to adopt a

Mb.' and women students alike often suffer a decline in self
esteem when they begin -graduate study. However, women
students' are more likely to encounter and to be vulnerable to
behaviors that are subtly or overtly discouraging, thattingle them
out because of their sex, or that communicate lower expectations
for them than for equally competent men students.
As noted preiiiously, one of the most telling indications of the
discrepancy between men and women students' intellectual selfesteem is the.finding that women students are much less likely'
than their male classmates 'o feel confident abotit their prepara-

"masculine" style in order to achieve classroom credibility.
Others point out that a woman who does so may be perCeiveo as

"aggressive" rather than assertive because her way of talking
and acting does not conform to "feminine" expectations: what, a
woman student says in a "masculine" style may be rejected out-

ofhand on that basis. Indeed, the same behaviors seen as
"forceful" In a man may be viewed negativelyperhaps even as

tion for and ability to do graduate Work. One extensive study

"hostile"when used by a woman. More importantly, resear-

reports that 'this difference "holds across almost all major

chers are currently beginning to explore the possibility that some
features of "women's speech"and behavior might have positive
value in fostering a more equitable clagsroom climate based more
on the cooperative development of ideas than on "competition for
the floe " Questioning Intonation or tag questions, for example,
may en ourage elaboration of a comment by the next speaker,
while s me nonverbal behaviors more commonly found among
worrier such as nodding in agreement, "commenting" with "hmm
hmm," etc.may help to reinforce speakers and to invite others
to participate. Indeed, students of both sexes have been shown to
participate significantly more often in classes taught by women."
Ongoing research is attempting to identify verbal and nonverbal
"cues" which may be more typical of women teachers that may
serve to encourage all students to participate most fully."

fields ... class years, and colleges" even when "women and men
are matched on grade average and on graduate plans.""
Title IX mandates that qualified women must have equal access to all graduate programs; however, oneetliey are on cam
pus, women who pursue graduate study often face the problemk
encountered by undergraduate Women in magnified form.Many"

observers have noted the increasingly "male" climate at the
graduate and professional school level: for example, male pro-

fessors are usually even more *dominant, the style

highly self-selected and often begin study with better dcade
averages than' their male classmates' women graduate students
frequently encounter even more'doubt on the part of faculty and

others about their seriousness of purpose than do =women

GROUPS OF WOMEN WHO MAY BE ESPECIALLY

undergraduates. Many women have been told by faculty and by
department chairs that while their competence is not questioned,
their commitment is."
Often, faculty do not view career success as an appropriate
primary goal for wlm 3n graduate students, but presume th:; they
will marry and that therefore are not as highly motivated as men
to pursue graduate .study. In the case of male graduate students,
marriage and family may be seen as an advantagea stabilizing
factor and a symbol of maturity, in the uase of women graduate
students, however, marriage (or even the possibility of marriage)
is often seen as a disability. If women students are already mar
ried, faculty may assume they will have children and then dro

AFFECTED
WQMEN GRADUATE STUDENTS"

"I told my advisor i want/ to continue working towards a Ph.D. He said, 'A
pretty girl like you will certainly get married., Why don't you stop with an
*IA.?'
("Illustrative Problems')
"l expected the gradate experience to be different. I expected that my me:
*advisor would be my mehtor.t have received very little time. I have nonced that male students seem to develop different kinds of relationships with
professore and gat mom help and support."
(Female, Education, eadtaty, p. 67).

out of school or leave their profession. if they have young

"ffesearch assistantships are assigned by
faculty members who
have the support for this type of appolptment. Male faculty members tend
to favor mate graduate students as research assistants for various and sundry masons ('because they play squash together) with the result that fetal.

women are &Heeled and hence more become teaching assistants by
defmrlb"
(Chairman, Department of Econweks.
p. 42)

Veit Problemiiellft my reevarChidviseritre of a subtle nature i wouldn't
say he discrImetatee but It is rani awkward for hInkto deal with me than
She Main the lab and Woe WM He's net terribly 'up front' about his oplMonk"
(Female. Olological Scierc18,13 clt x,P.91)
-"OvertfurAteri I repeatedly received reports from women who complained
Of demoralizing experiences filth male faculty who treated them in a di'

of

classroom interchange is often more competitive, the proportion
of women students often smaller. Despite the fact that 'they are

12
10

children, faculty may feel that women students .,hould be at home
caring for them, and may advise them that a unman cannot pro
perly combine school and a demanding profesiional career with a
family indeed, prospective female graduate students may be ask
ed how they plan to combine their career with familya question
rarely asked of male applicants Moreover, married women applying to graduate or professional programs may be told they will be
takind jobs away from "married men who need them."
Questions about graduate women's "seriousness" are even
more likely In the case of many women who, because of outside
family or Job responsibilities, are able to enrol! in graduate study

,.

c.

on a parttime basis only. The view persists that partime

'male students, and also because faculty may inaccurately
believe men are more likely to use their graduate training."
Additionally, some faculty may expect "women ... to be

students are not as committed as those who are able to devote
themselves to fulltInie study. Additionally, many graduate pro-

lessors may be uncomfortable working closely with women
ituderts who wishlo enter the professor's own field because

competent, good students, but ... (not) to be brilliant or
original"hence, not good "bets" for professional invest-

they have difficulty seeing women as potential colleagues.

ment.

Consequently, women often report being neglected and

providing women with "formal" but not Informal feedback
on the quality of their work. Some graduate faculty may
give equal treatment to women in formal contacts and writ-

Overlooked, particulerty in the less formal aspects of studentteacher interaction. This is also especially true for both men and
women milority graduate students.". Many suggest that this lack,

ten comments, but interact more frequently with men

of Informal encouragement may be a significant factor In the attri
Alon-ofsomit-women-efraduate-students,-sInce-colleglatity_bet

overall to discuss their field, their own ongoing researcn,
ancLother_matters of professional importance."
inviting men, but not women students, to share author
ships, accompany them on professional trips, and meet
recognized scholars outside the department.

vieen graduafe students and faculty has seen identified .as a
neces,sary element In an apprentice relatIonshiptvital to the

,
,

development of professional identity, and as an important predictor of satisfaotipn with graduate school." (One study, for example, Ihdlcates that women Ph.D.'s who had female dissertation
advisorvpublished significantly more than women who had male
advisort.") Women graduate st Vents are more likely to miss out
on-this crucial kind of encouragement and support,.and thus may
feel increasingly doubtful abditt their acaderpic ability and professional potential,

WOMEN IN TRADITIONALLY "MASCULINE" FIELDS
"Lahr on, Dr.
took me aside and explained to in* how women rare'Wm** good field geologists. This, he maMtained was-due to- their dJNkuF
ty in pernsiving,ttihnis in lides dimensions. No contended that when Altertoto out ORE. SAT; ACTIrteisoores, the 'edticaters' take this-inherent doff/

At the opposite extreme, especially in classroom situations
where they comprise a small minority, graduate women may be
the objects of "overattention" in which their comments are view.
ed witti "amazement that a woman could be speaking about a

,

Oar rdoscrievar.°:

P-

14Sursriusig shplebt sket ewer a *Oka thelerIthsinoloasoil les
presseitsurpriss sod asked 'Now why ward you want *ado Thor when M

liedatienriertiltid **Imola Jolomotioff Psi MOAN -i111010 M one of the
?Ilsepenre ktPlciect Cali lot informirtion:wemea sflidene

technical topic." As one professor notes, "(lin either event,
women have difficulty evaluating the true worth of their contribu-

Moreton, Gins of 1131

tions since their statements are either under; or overvalued

".'.1t4ntionbtettly-ttrit Was( psinkrpart of my' estperissosTwal-thri fatal
tinged°. in whisk/ 1010fif AYH, f
Wee; eleartyr reediest tinesf to my.
Mlow-studoolaeosofiloNott of-Onkel* not oily. ntisfr Oros/SW but s
'me* rairser,:entso J troilceat likely to be:sought out eta oolleaguse

because of the sex of the speaker "97
Graduate women often report being discouraged, angered or
confused by the kinds of subtle and overt verbal and nonverbal

=

behaviors discussed earlier." Because they often work closely

with a limited number of senior faculty members, women
graduate students can be especially affected by, the orientation
and expectations of a particular professor or advisor. Although
graduate professors have a responsibility to foster the proles
sional development of all their students, they may knowingly or

unknowingly treat men and women differently In classroom,

NiodiagAtamt, 11.

quentitathd cowries If mr as a wonnkt them seems to be leis respect
forwomit 001 forwsen, and en 411$011014011Apt ~bin within* truu.ble.'
Furfttertneredt you enjoy nonquantitatiwi courses more than quantitative

academic aelvielng and related learning situations not only in the
ways discussed earlier but also by:

,counsel'Ing women to lower their aspirations and/or to
switch from "harder" to a "softertspeclalty. While pro

0'

, , _Moir! foe

"ilnotilhicisperbiont has hadnientratie 'atiidwife:of
over"
"most yaws: if poiticular neekattitiarkdoes nit *eel expectation* hls
dslicieneleo cativo* particle* itIgniftrerce,11 fernektibris notereof
Octet,* however; Aar dericlentise are-considered atarectibristic of all
Meat shoftwrs.-.
'ititiptutreent ol Plant Pathoiogy: Repast to Dealt

onos. ityodered name; ihavesempitsa meant re **Vat yen's* hoes1.
PollIgeol. Ws is a mixture of isohnoCnnic bias_end sex discrimination. but

Sheens& kilo molistneatin the,

lessors inay act out of seemingly g
intentions (for exampie, to protect women students from possible,fallure or to

,

(jia0sial,P.9)

'"'1 ful that the farthert go the MOM 04411,011,1011 on (the 1 basis of sex, Now

Mat
Kiting classes within my me* and other science clams, upper.
division ;hot is,, there
it greater' pressure du* to- the major I "hew

steer them.in directions more "appropriate" for women)
such counseling often communicates to women that they
are not as capable of doing,graduate work as men are.
'organizing rerteerch and teaching assistantships In such a
way that mall ham more responsibility and/or greater oppor-

taken -, i'at to whether Penn qualified tor classes and tiekl trips, labs, etc."
.

,

(fentele. PhysirelSclenceS. dada ..p.119)

was ififwasfea, In melaffhfl in crop 'science In the College al Agriculture
and went to ids my acedintic advisor. No encouraged me to change my ma-

tunity to pursue their own march than women. Male
teaching assistants may be more likely to have full day.today responsibility' for their classes while women assistants
aid faculty m bers. In the case of research appointments,
mervmore oft n than women may De able to pursue their
own research* nterests while women often end up assisting
with their a isor's research.* Such arrangements can
dampen the rowth of independence, and simultaneously
communicateito women that their research Interests are not
important.
-excluding women studints from consideration for teaching
assistsntshipe In areas when women as a group are traditionally considered weak, tor example, in statistics"
spontaneously Miming to mini letter* of reference for men
students but not for equally competent women students.
nominating men, but not equally competent women, for
fellowships, awards and prizes."
showing acceptance of men, but not of women graduate
staddnts, es professional colleagues by treating men and
women differently in "Informer ways such as the following:
more often forming "apprenticeship" or protege relationships with men than with women students. This may occur
In part because faculty may feel more comfortable with 1

jor instead to horticulture, becsystit would not 'bikes difficult-a melon, as
crop schwa.. No foliate that crop scienis required Mild work and would be
hard tor a woman to handle."
("Illustrative Problems,

"There is a Permit* attitude in

that jobs are not available sinless one

c h o o s e s to ' g o oh' to *more acceptable disciplinewomen are assumed to
be esPecially 'uttorolessiona)' it they have career aspirations In other than

academic lieldsmen, on the other hand, are encouraged to go Into
politics or law,"

(Female, Ethnic Studies, 841,1111Y, p. 70)

Although women's enrollments In traditionally "masculine

3
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fields"such as physics, engineering, geology, architecture, and
medicine and laware beginning to grow, their actual numbers
compared to men in these fields in most Instances are still quite
small." Most women continue to enroll Ina very limited number of
traditionally female fieldssuch as educatiork, the arts, and the
social sciencesdespite the limited employment and income op.
portunities In these areas. The idea that some fields of study are
"feminine" and some "masculine" has increasingly become a
matter for public concern, since It is a major contributor to lowstatus, lowpay "women's job" ghettos in the larger economy.
Two forces may be largely responsible for women's continued
avoidance of traditionally masculine fields: departmental climate
and women's own concern over the appropriateness of a "non-

traditional" major. Women are more likely to be attracted to
departments with student-oriented faculty and "warmer
climates often associated with traditionally female than tradi-

FaCtilty behaviors frequently reported by minority students*"
which may communicate both discomfort on the part of faculty,
and differential or lower expectations Include those discussed
earlier, especially:
Ignoring
interrupting°,
maintaining physical distance
avoiding eye contact
offering little'guidance and'criticismi"
attributing success to luck or factors other than ability10'
Moreover, the twin problems of "underattention" and "overattention" experienced by women students generally are often exacerbated in the case of minority women. While on the one hand,
minority women have reported being studiously ignored, even in
small seminars, on the other hand, they have been singled out,
not as individuals,put as representatives of their particular'ithnic

tionally male fields ever though,such a choice may foreclose the

opportunity to enter a "high status" profession"" Additionally,
even the most academically competent women with interests and

aptitudes geared to traditionally masculine fields may struggle
with self-doubt in chobsing a major which is culturally defined as
appropriate for men but not for women. Women students in these
fields are likely to face difficulties for the following reasons:
they comprise a distinct minority in a given class or department;
they have little contact with other women pursuing the same

major because of the vertical progression of required
courses;

they find few female teachers who might serve as role
models; and
they work witp many professors who are not accustomed to
having women students initheir classes.

groupas when a minority woman is called upon to give the

Many resorts of the kind(' of overtly disparaging faculty

Additionally, racially stereotyped interpretations of minority
womens' own behaviors may interfere with effective faculty-

"black woman's view" of an issue or problem rather than her own
view.

behaviors discussed earlier come from women students enrolled

in traditionally masculine fields," and especially from women
graduate students in these areas. The chilly and sometimes

student interaction. Professors may assume, for example, that a

black woman's-silence is due to "sullenness,"t0' an Asian

hostileclimate can be especially discouraging to women

American'woman's silence to "natural passivity.'t0',in some instances, cultural differences in verbal and nonverbal cues may
lead faculty and minority students to misread each other's attitudes and expectations.'"

students who are trying to pursue interests and develop zbilities
that do not coincide with current cultural norms. If these
behaviors lead them to believe they are unwelcome or viewed as
incapable especially by their professorssome women may
use valuable time and energy dealing with unnecessary doubts
and conflicts, and may shift toward "softer': subspecialties, or
toward traditionally female majors and career goals."
While a chilly departmental Climate can disclfurage women

OLDER WOMEN STUDENTS

"The people most apt to be discriminated against (1.e., not taken seriously)
are middle-aged women who return to grad school after a long hiatus. But
believe that even they, presuming they possess sufficient ability and truffle:lent apPlication, can defeat the prevailing stereotype which prole (old,
Young, male and temalehave of them."

from enrolling in traditionally enasculine areasand can "cool
out" women who hsave aifeady enrolledone study suggests that
faculty behavior which is supportive and reinforcing t .n be the
crucial element in preventing women students' attrition and Jn
ephancing women's chances for both academic and career success in "male dominated areas.""
7

(Femile, Humanities, IWO*, An)
"Older women returning to school report that faculty often discussthem
p icly in terms of their age and merit*: status. Their reasons for returning
to hoot become h bats forinont or less humorous speculation as does
t sir marital sltuittion orpossIblo neglect of home duties."
(MU p.20)

WOMEN MINORITY STUDENTS

''Sol fir black female medical student) cited a sinaff group learning situation In which the Instructor never looked at her and responded only to the
otherpeople on oleo, side of her."
f"Learning Experiences," IX 2)

"Sometimes ham quits reluctant to ask questions because, of the putdowns of the instructor. Hearten looks at mein &stone' when I dd respond
correctly. Usually, however; I dopy even get recognized. l Mel, why bother?"
("Assumptions and Practices," p.4)

ij?

"It tali& an extra *Hod to assert oneself and to be accepted by white peers
and faculti."
("Learning Experlences,'',p. 2)

-

In classroom interactions, as well as in other situations, minori
ty women often face the effects cf double stereotypes based on
both race and sex. Faculty may be especially uncomfortable in
dealing with minority 4omen, and act on the basis of a variety of
assumptions about minority women's capabilities and attitudes.
On the on e'hand, faculty may presume that an Individual student
has specific academic abilities and career ambitlenS associated

with a given cultural heritagesuch as a "naturaL ability" in
quantitative sutljects in the case of Pan Asian American women.
On the other hand, they may assume Ititti4a, minority women are
likely to be less capable than other studs
, to lack Certain skills,

adopting a patronizing tone In responding to comments or
suggestions;

or to have certain personality traitssuch as "passivity" in the

case of Hispanic women, mericah Indian women and
othersthat may limit academic achievement. Additionally,

refusing to provide precise information alknit wilat Is required for a given assignmenteven when students ask for
additional guidanceam; then downgrading titse re
resulting

soma minority studentseSpecia ly blackshave reported that
faculty seem to expect them either to be academically incompetent or to be academic superstars who are "exceptions to the
rule. ""' This sort of double-bind can put a great deal of pressure
on minority women Students.
V

Older women currently comprise the fastest-growing segment
of the postsecondary student population. However, like minority
women, older women often suffer the results of compounded
stereotypes. Whether they are entering college as freshmen,
finishing a graduate degree, or pursuing graduate study, older,
women often find it extremely difficult to be taken seriously as
students. Frequently, they are devalued not only because of their
sex, but also because of their age and their likely part-time status.
Too often, tney are viewed as bored, middleaged women who are
returning to school because they have nothing better to do. This
perception is much in contrast to the actual situation of many
returning womiens who tend to enroll in postsecbndary programs
for professional advancement and are often both .highly
motivated and highly successful In school despite the fact that
they may sometimes Initially lack self-confidence and be hesitant
about classroom participatio
Returning women often en ounter both overt and subtle differential treatment dithe kind discussed previously. The followIng faculty behaviors can be especially discouraging to women
students who have been out of an academic context for a prolonged period:

work"'

14
12'

suggesting in classroom examples or advising situations
that older women "should be home with their children,"

"don't reed to work if 'they have a husband to support
them," etc.; and
making comments that disparage older women studeNts, or
that Introduce Maw lop/lately personal concerns.
Moreover, some faculty may be uncomfortable working with
students older Man they themselves are. This maycontribute to
older women students' being ignored or overlooked In class, and
excluded from less formal interchanges with faculty.

FACILITATING CHANGE
Changing everyday classroom behavior_ that expresses

devalued and limited views of -women

Is

a

difficult

challengeespecially because much differential treatment that
may occur in classroom and related Interaction is inadvertent,
and often below the level of consciousness of both faculty and
students. However, although this kind of change is elusive and
difficult, it is already underway On many campuses, and directions for future changes are being charted by ongoing projects
and research.

Many faculty, for example, have recognized the importance of

classroom language, and are attempting to identify and to
change language that excludes or disparages women."* Experts

in teacher education at the elementary and other levels are
engaged in ongoing research to isolate the small behaviors by
which teachers may treat males and females differently, and to
devise observation and training techniques to help teachers
change. Leaders In faculty developmept are aiding teachers who
want to become more aware of their own subtle behaviors that
may discourage minority college students, and many of these
strategies are also useful in identifying behaviors that express
different attitudes and perceptions based on sex. Others are exploring the complex connections between sex-of-student and sex-

ofteacher in order to isolate those verbal and nonverbal
classroom behaviors that may facilitate women students' class
participation. Indeed, the impact of sex on interactions In school
and in society is becoming a major focus for research on many
fronts, both outside and within academe.

Inseparable from this focus are the growing number of
academic courses and programs which incorporate perspectives

on or emphasize women as subject. These include women's
studies courses, and other courses which incorporate content
about women:as well as information about female development,
sex roles, and women's contributions to the disciplines. Some
women students have reported that after taking such courses
they have felt more included in the academic enterprise, and have

".not only learned new facts, thecrles and approaches, but
also ... gained new perspectives on themselves as women and
as scholars and were much more ready to assume responsibility
for their educations. ""' As one student notes, "When I became a
\women's studies major ... I began taking myself seriously as a

science major. I'm going to graduate school in genetics.""2
Others have indicated the more immediate effect of women's
studies courses in leading them to be more asnertive in the
classroom "!"

In addition to citing the benefits of courses which, include
women ds subject, women students on all levels and in virtually
every study and survey reviewed for this report have emphasized
thdir need for more women faculty at every level of postsecondary
education to serve not only as teachers but also as role models,
mentors and TIleagues.
Women and men faculty alike as well as students of both sex-

escan benefit from strategies to help them become aware of
and change behaviors that
discourage women students. A.
variety of recommendations for increasing such awareness and
facilitating change follow. While some are designed primarily for

RECOMMEEDAT1ONS
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FM ADMINISTRATORS
Wale a policy statement which makes it clear that overtly biased comments, use of sexist humor, and related behavior on the

part of faculty are not appropriate In the classroom or In
related learning situations. Distribute the statement to faculty
and students, publish it in the student newspaper, the faculty
bulletin, etc. Include it in materials distributed to new faculty
and new students. The University of Miami (FL), along with
other institutions, has issued such a statement.
p

incorporate the institution's policy on classroom climate

issues In statements abdut good teaching.
Determine how a concern with classroom climate can best be
Integrated into the mission, priorities and style of your institution. For example, if your mission emphasizes student
development, one appropriate focus might be how classroom

climate affects women's learning potential. If faculty are
primarily oriented toward teaching, in-class questionnaires or
class interviews (see p. 14), class videotaping, etc., may be
more readily adopted; if faculty are more research-oriented,
suggestions for research projects into classroom climate may
increase awareness of and spark interest III this area.
include information on classroom climate issues in workshops
for all faculty, including teaching assistants. It is important to
make this information available to teaching assistants since
they often handle many` introductory courses, especially at

large institutions. Thus, their behavior may establish the
classroom climate.for incoming women students. The Commission on the Status of Women at the University of Delaware
developed behavio41 guidelines on sexual and gender haremment which were included in an annual teaching effectiveWs
workshop for TA's.
Ensure that all new faculty are informed of institutional commitment to an equitable classrooM climate. Use Workshops,

seminars, informal meetings with members of their department, etc.
Develop criteria about providing an equitable teaming climate
for women to be used In evaluating applicants for faculty and
staff positions.
Include classroom climate issues as a factor In merit evaluations,
Develop a grievance procedure that can accommodate everyday inequities in classroom and related learning situations
(nonactionable discrimination) as well as discrimination that
Is illegal. Emphasize establishing a confidential forum for airing concerns and a means of providing informal feedback to
faculty whose behavior is objectionable or discouraging to
women. The Massachusetts Institute 01 Technology is one of
sevetal institutions that have devised a model procedure of
this sort.'
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

include classroom cin,;;:fe issues In student evaluations.
Questions might it elude items such as the following; Does
this teacher call on women students as often as on men?
4 Recognize 'women is readily

s
when women raise their
hands? Peat men',.; and wo
omrnents with the same
degree of seriousness? Make disparaging comments or use
sexist humor? Make alpecial effort to treat women and men
equallye.g., by avoiding sexist language, Using sexbalanced class examples, etc.?
Hold Informal meetings to discuss classroom climate and to

stimulate awareness of the issues. Invite men and women
students, faculty, student. affairs and faculty de alopment
staff, and others. Use problems based on, experiences at your
own campus to encourage discussion.
Set up a committee of women and men students to develop a

faculty, some for students, and some for institutional ad-

questionnaire or survey geared to those climate issues of

ministrators and others who can offer assistance and support,
many recommendations may be useful to all members of the
academic community.

greatest concern on your campus. Issues might be clarified (in
a non-threatening way) by using anonymous examples based
on experiences at your own institution, or by citing incidents

1

that have occurred at inttitutions similar to your own.
Evaluate molts of the survey, publicize when appropriate and
develop plans for further activity.

Use a survey (by department) for men and women
undergraduate end graduatistudents to evaluate classroom,

departmental and institutional climate and to determine If
women find the climate less congenial than men do. Items that.'

might be appropriately included are questions about
classroom climate adapted from the Student Perception Dues.
tionnaire (reprinted as Appendix B) and questions about the
broader learning climate, such as the following:
Did your faculty advisor encourage you in your academic and
career goals?

Were men and women students within your department
equally considered for assistantships, :asearch apPoint
ments, and collaboration with advisors on research and
writing projects?
Has a faculty member ever offered to write a letter of recom
mendation for you, or suggested you should try to publish
your research?

Evaluate whether women transferring from "traditionally
male" to "traditionally female" Heidi: have done so because of
an inhospitable classroom or departmental climate.

Form an information-sharing network with other institu-

tionsboth coeducational and single sexthat are
evaluating their Warning climate for women. Members of
already-established consortia might serve as a starting point.

Use a new or aiready4stablished committee to evaluate
classroom climate issues in the institution. (Existing commit.

tees might be those that deal with teaching policy or the
status of women.) Involve faculty, administrators, student M.

fairs staff and studentsinducing women and minority
students, and representatives from all concerned student
groups.
Hold meetings geared to male students (possibly led by male
faculty andlor student affairs staff) to discuss male roles, at-

Mucks, speaking styles, etc. In terms of their impact on the
classroom climate.
RECOMMENDATIONS- FOR PRESIDENTS, DEANS AND
!DEPARTMENt CHAIRS '

Utilize the active support of respected faculty who share the
objective of improvi the learning climate for women. Their
willingness to publicly recognize the issue and to take in
itiatives (such as having a "class interview" (see below)) can
help legitimize a concern with climate and set an example for
others within their own departments.
Ask heads of units, either formally or informally, what they are
doing/have don. to ensure an equitable classroom climate.
This will provide you with information and also indicate your
concern about the issue.
Mention classroom climate in speeches to reinforce its imporlance as an institutional priority.
Circulate materials about classroom climate, such as this
paper, to members of the academic community.
Discuss classroom climate informally at parties, luncheons,
meetings, etc. Informal discussion can air the issues in a non
threatening way and allow for faculty and student commen
tarrand feedback.
Sponsor workshops, seminars or other sessions on classroom
climate. Have your office send letters inviting faculty andstaff
to attend.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS PERSONNEL'

. t Establish a workshop for all faculty who are acadtimic advisors, to increase their understanding of the classroom
climate Wyss (as well as the traditional societal expectations

and personal conflicts) that can limit women students'
academic and career choices.
Familiarize residence hall advisors with aspects of the itemIna climate that can discourage women students, as well as

with existing channels for seeking counseling, exploring
grievance procedures, etc.
Collaborate with faculty on research concerning the learning
climate for women at your institution.
interview or survey women and men students to determine
whether they perceive overt and/or subtle discrimination In
their classes.
Hold workshops for faculty about classroom climate issues.

Indicate your availability to meet with individual faculty to
discuss Classroom climate issues. (Put notices in the faculty
bulletin, make a presentation at a faculty meeting, etc.}
Establish a procedure to get loodback from each department
about current classroom climates, areas which need improvement, and departmental goals you can heir to facilitate.
Work with staff of the continuing education or re-entry progratis, minority center, etc. to plan workshops or group consoling sessions 'that focus on the climate problems specie!
groups of women may face.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS

Establish workshops, seminars or individual consultation seaMons designed to help faculty become aware of classroom
clime& issues. Emphasize activities ' which provide a perseal frame of reference for data presented, such ar..
role-reversal activities specificallrconnected with classroom
speaking, etc. (for example, have male faculty attempt to
argue a point effectively'while "talking like a lady");
case studids, especially those based on experience at your
own campus.
Aid faculty members In using audiotape, videotape and other

devices to identify ways in which they may treat men and
women students differently. (See the StudentFaculty Com
munication Checklist, reprinted as Appendix A.) Outside fun
ding may be available to support such efforts. The American
University (DC) for example, received a grant to- provide
classroom videljaping for instructors requesting it.
Encourage faculty to keep Journals, studen,Piontact logs4 or
other records to keep track of the frequency and nature of their
interactions with women and men students.
Bring students and faculty together to discuss the climate of a
given classroom. Staff of the Center for Improving Teaching
Effectiveness at Virginia Commonwealth University will hold a

onesession "class interview" when invited by a faculty
member. While geared mainly to helping white faculty under
stand subtle behaviors that may discourage black students in
the classroom context, this method could be adapted,to focus
on behaviors that may discourage women. Ag open -ended
question might be simply "What stands out to you as a woman
in this class?"
Set up "micro-teaching" workshops to help ,faculty identify
and change differential patterns of interaction with women

and men students. Staff of Project INTERSECT at The
American University (DC) have devised a program for elemen
tary school teachers which could be adapted for postsecon
dary faculty. Each teacher presents a brief lesson plan and
conducts a five minute discussion with a "class" of two girls
and two boys. The interaction is recorded on videotape and a

trained observer suggests changes. The teacher then con
ducts the session again, paying particular attention to differential treatments (such as calling more often on boys, en
couraging the comments of boys but not girls, etc.) (For additional information, see.Resources, p. 20.)
Help faculty identify ways In which they respond to differential

interactions between men and women students In the
classroom. (For sAample, do they discourage, ignore, or en
courage sexist humor on the part of male students? How do
they handle interruption anolor trivialization of women's corn.:
ments by male students?)
Train

faculty to conduct classroom climate workshops,

seminars, etc. for their colleagues andlor for students.
Train interested faculty to be observers in colleagues' classes.

POILICIZIWIMAISROOKCLIMIATE MUER

-mine whether you Inadvertently treat women and men
students differently. The StudentFaculty Communication

Dee the student newspaperiland faculty newsletter or bulletin
to help'make students'and faculty more swans okslassroom
climate Issues. Some campus groups have taken out advertisements and others have provided articles or information to
campus media. The Commission on the Status of Women at
the University of Delavore, for example, included in its
newspaper ad a series c.f questions about potential sexism in
the classroom, and urged students to comment either positively or negatively via their course evaluation forms.
Use Ilse student newspaper to conduct a classroom climate

Checklist (Appfindix A) suggests behaviors to Watch and listen
for, and questions tb'ask.

Administer a survey to your students to determine whether
women and men students find the climate of your classroom
equally hospitable, and to Measure men's and women's
perception of sex-based differences lir classroom interaction.
The "Student Perceptipn Questionnaire" from Sex and Gender
in the Sodial Sciences (Appendix B) might serve as a model. fin
some cases, students may be more comfortable responding to
such a questionnaire if it is adniinistered by a proxy.)

survey. The Committee Against Sexuaj Harassment at

Where appropriate, devise assignments in which students
learn research methods by collecting data concerning the
classroom climate. Students in some classes, for example,

Washington University (MO) ran a survey in the student paper
which asked for information about whether women felt they
were taken seriously, ignored or excluded, subjected to sexist
humor and sexist comments, etc. as well as about their personal, academic and career responses to such experiences.
Distribute an Informational flyer on classroom climate issues

tz.:c been assigned to analyze patternkof interruption in class
participation.

which includes stiggested actions and resource persons to
contact. The Utah State University Committee on the Status of

QUESTIONS FOR FACULTY::
A WAII(141.04SAND ATTITUDES.;

Women prepared and distributed a flyer entitled "What Can
Students Do About fAX Discrimination?"'

Use campus 'media to combat "humor" with humor. The
Women's Forum Quarterly at Seattle Central Community Col-,

lege (WA), for example, publishes a "Sexist Remark of the
Quarter Award" to raise awareness about sexist humor and
overtly biased comments in the classroom. Each "award"
reprints the offending comment.
PRONIOTIMINSTITUTIONALRESEARCK
Offer incentives, such as summer funding, release time, support personnel, etc. to encourage rem rchind planning in improving the learning climate. (Such support also serves to
legitimize the issues explored.)
Establish awards for on-campus research In classroom
climate issues. (See also "Recommendations for Professional
Associations and Organizations," p. 17.)
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Faculty Research on Women andlor Sex Roles," which informs
the campus community, interested scholars, and the general
public of research by UCD faculty and helps to develop a net-

work of interested scholars. Publications of this sort help
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AVOIDING BEHAVIORS THAT CAN CREATE
, A COLD CLIMATE FOR WOMEN

stimulate further research.
CURRICULUM
Include in required introc- luctbry courses, where appropriate, a
unit on eex/status differences in verbal and nonverbal behavior
and the valuation of behaviors by sex. Such a unit might be in

,

`107.thei(;'-

Publish a catalogue of research on campus climate and
related issues done by staff at your own institution. The
California, Davis, publishes an annual "Catilogue of UCD

1".
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As discussed on page 5 and following, someaculty behaviors
can directly discourage women students.-Behaviors to avoid include:

ciuded in courses in several fields, including Speech /Come
munications, English Composition, Psychology, Sociology,
Linguistics, and Women's Studies. (Some departments, such
as Linguistics or interdisciplinary programs such as Women's
Studies, might offer a separate course in this area.)

disparaging women in general, women's intellectual abillEes,
or women's professional potential
using sexist humor as a classroom device.
making seemingly helpful comments which imply that women
are not as competent as men (e.g., AI know women usually
have trouble with numbers, but I'll be pied to give you extra

Offer a speech/communications workshop in intellectual
argumentation skills geared specifically to the difficulties

turning a discussion of a woman. student's work toward a

some women (and men) students may experience regarding
class participation."
Incorporate classroom climate issues in teachereducation
programs and emphasize practical skillbuilding techniques
designed to Identity and ovircome subtle differential treatment of students on the basis of sex. (Course materials might
include texts such as Beyond Pictures and Pronouns: Sexism
Jr/' Tea her Education Texts and Sex Equity Handbook for
s [see. Resources, p. 201.)

REP.9.10tilf_PATIOWQWWULTY
EVALUATING THE CLASSROOM CLIMATE

Use whatever means are available (audio's" videotape,

league, faculty or student development staff, Of stunt
bserver, etc.) for observation of your own classesko deter.
--s

help

discussion of her physical attributes or appearance.

discussing women faculty in terms of their sex rather than
their professional status.
'grouping students according to sex in a way which implies that
women are not as competent or do not have status equakto
men (for example, in setting up laboratory or field-work team 6).

disparaging scholarship on women, or ridiculing_ specific
works because they deal with women's perceptions and feelings.
questioning or disparaging women students' seriousness of
, purpose and/or acedemic;commitment.
CREATING A CLIMATE THAT CAN ENCOURAGE
WOMEN'S FULL PARTICIPATION

Faculty can take many steps to .identify and change subtle patterns in classroom and related interactions that may discourage

's

women students. (See page 6ff.) Several of the following 'reammendations are based on those in Sex and Gender In the Sob lal
Sciences: Reassessing (he Introductory Course.

students' readiness to participate in class, such as leaning forward or making eye contact.
Use the same tom in talking with women as with Wm students

IN CLASS

(for example, avoicj a patronizing' or impatient tone when
speaking with women, but a tone of interest and attention

Payparticular attention to classroom interaction patterns dur
Ing ttte 11,ret few weeks of class, and make a special effort to
draw _women into discussion during that time. ParilcipatIon
patterns are likely to be establighed during thin pteriod. and
often continue throughout the term.
Set aside a 'Class session early in the semester for discussion
or anxieties students might have about participating In class.

.

when talking with man.)

s Ensure that women are not "squeezed out" by male
classmates from viewing laboratory demonstrations or engaging in other group assignments.
Assume an attentive posture when responding to women's.
questions or listening to their comments.

Ove professor, who 'as a student suffered from fear of

ENCOURAGING WOMEN OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM

classroom speaking, found that airing the issue not only in-

Meet with women students to discuss academic and career
goals.

creased her students' awareness, but helped ease women (and
men) students' concerns 'about participating.
Tell your classes you expect both women and men students to

Encourage women students to pursue.' traditionally
"masculine" majois and subspecialities when these areas
reflect the particular student's interests and abilities.

participate in class discussion.
Make a specific effort to call directly on women as well as on
men students.
In addressing the diss, use terminology that includes both
men and women in the group.
Respond to women and to men *extents in similar ways when
they make comparable contributions to class discussion by
crediting comments to their author ("as Jeanne said ...")
"coaching" for additional information, etc.
Notice whether, the "feminine" or "masculineetyle of a stu-

,Cocsider women as well as men students Aso choosing
classroom, teaching and research assistants.
Ensure that women and men assistants have equally indepen-

' dent responsibility for their classes, and equal opportIties
to pursue their owg research.

Make a special effort to consider women ior teaching and
research assistantships in traditionally "masculine" fields.
Offer td.write letters of recommendation for woman students.
Consider women as well as men students when making
nominations for fellowships, awards and prizes.
include women graduate students in the "Informal" interat-

dent's comment, question or %sponse affects your own
perception of its importance.
intervene in communication patterns among students that
may shut out women For example, if men students pick-Up on
each other's points, but ignoie an appropriate comment offered by a woman, slow the discussion, and pick up on.the
comment that has been overlooked.
Note patterns of interruption to determine if women students
era interrupted more than meneither by yourself or by other
students. Make a special effort to ensure thatkall students
hakr the opportunity to finish their comments.
Ask women and men qualitatively similar questions that is,
ask students of both sexes critical as well as factual questions.
Give men and women students an equal amount of time to respond after asking a question.
Give women and men the same oppoytunity to ask for and
recilirs detailed instructions about the requirements for an
tiitr
assignment.
Use parallel terminology when addressing women and men
students in-dass, or referring to men and women in classroom

,

,

for lunch or other informal occasions, invite two or three
women at a time.
Provide women with informal as well as formal feedbick on the
qUality of the* work.

REMASENDATKW14. FOR NOMFAMPENTS
(Some of the recommendations, specifidally directed to faculty
and administrators may also be appropriate for student organizations whibh-cari help press for their adoption.)

Do an informal "tally" of patterns of interruption, successful
introduction of topics, development of comments, etc. during'
a typical class session to see if they break down along sex
lines. (See the Student-Faculty Crimmunication Gullelines

examples.
O

When talking about occupations or professions in class
discussion, use language that does not reinforce limited views

of men's and women's roles and career choices. Often, examples can be effectively cast Into the "I"/"You" form Nit h the
instructor taking the role of one party and the class the other
(e.g., "Suppose I am a doctor and you come to me because ..."
rather than "The woman went to the doctor and he told her...).
Additionally, use examples with feminine pronouns, such as,

,

If you seem to be disproportionately Interrupted in a given
class, discuss your perception with other women students to
see if their experience coincides with your own. If so, you may
wish to get together and bring your concern to your teacher's
attention.

been properly given during the course of the discussion.
Give your professors positive feedback for efforts to create an
equitable learning climate. For example, if a professor makes

discovery."
Avoid using the generic "h e" whenever possible. (See footnote

it a point to use sex-balanced classroom examples and/or
avoid the generic "he," show your attention and approval by
making eyp contact. nodding, etc.or by telling the professor
that you recognize and appreciate his or her efforts.

70.)

Avoid placing professional women in a "special category," for
example, "woman (or worse, 'lady') accountant"
Avoid reference to women students' appearance, family, etc.,

Familiarize yourself with your Institution's grievance procedure for sexual harassment. if it does not include a
mechanism for airing concerns and providing feedbark,to
faculty about overtly biased comments and sexist humor in

without similar reference to men students' appearance or
-

and the Student Perception Questionnaire reprinted as Appendices A and B for behaviors to .1atch and questions to keep infi
mind.)

Give credit or "authorship" to comments made by women
classmates ("as Mary said ...")especially if credit has not

"Here Is a geologist who finds herself with the following

,

tions that ca n be important in communicating support and ac
ceptanCe as a colleaguefor example, by inviting women, as
well as men, to share authorships or attend professional conferences. if you are male and uncomfortable inviting a female

family.
Experiment with language that reverses expectations based
on sex. One teacher, for example, used "she" as the generic
form for one semester and asked her students to evaluate Its
impact on their perceptions and feelings.?
Make eye corded with women as well as with men students
after asking a question-to Invite a response.
Watch for and respond to nonverbal cuss that indicate women

the classroom, work to have it changed.

' Use your student evaluation form to commentposilvely or
negatively-Lon the climate of your Classes.

. Where appropriate, discuss problems of classroom climate
with the department chair or dean. Raising these Issues as a
group may be helpful.
16
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'

Encourage-stuoent publications such as the schtiol newspaper

to write about the subject of classroom climate.,

Hold meetings, workshops or hearings about classroom
climate in ordet to bring about awareness of the subject'.

Encourage student organizations to press for inclusion of
classroom climate issues in faculty development programs
and In official statements relating to teaching standards.
Recognize features of your own speaking and nonverbal style
that may be wunterproductive in a classroom setting. (See
"Women's Speech and Women's Silence,". page 9.)'ou may
wish to ask classmates for their obseryations on your inclass
style."
if you feel you would benefit by modifying your own speaking
style to enhinze your effectiveness in the classroom, check
with appropriate academic departments (e.g., Speech/Communications) and the student service offices (e.g., Student Af

issues,. These might includeitoulty development or student
development programs, women's cau:arses or commissions.
Work with other organizations and associations such as the
Specliiil Interest Group: Research'on Women In Education of
the American Educational Research Association. (For addiVona! Resource Organizations, see p. 20.)
Stimulatcresearch on issues related to classroom climate by
calling for papers for presentation and/or publication.
Offer awards far Innovative ideas In faculty/student development 'that focus on classroom climate issues'

4E4 argi 'wit OF AREAS FOR FURTHER fitstoof.,many of the:eletheatii.lhitsraiite c *Stria/re. clinialri have
heehintkietIoefee by ceieaichers in din erne *oak Addl.

cieigine

fairs) to see If your Institution offers workshops to help
womenand mendevelop intellectual argumentation skills.
Hold meeting or workshops on class participation anxiety. In-

Nite experts In the field, faculty andlor alumnae who successfully overcame their own reticence about speaking in
public and others to participate.

00)001000006

FOR 'SPECIAL GROUPS, OF WOMEN

STAIDIENPS

If you 'kid your
rtment's climate unsupportive, seek out
professional or ttlztttions for women in your field. The
4 Association of Women Geoscientists, for example, has
chapters around the country and offers membership to
students as well as to practicing professional women. Such
organizations can offer both role models and informal support.
Encourage the organizatIonsof a support group comprised tit
women students majoring in your area. Such a group'can be of
special helpp, to women ire traditionally male fields by providing

a setting In which women from different class years, (i.e.,
sophomore, ,junior, senior) can learn from each other's experiences and overcome the isolation women in traditionally
masculine majors often feel.
Establish an organization for graduate women, older women,
minority woman, etc. when problems concerning lack of support and other climate issues, can be Sired and strategies

devised to deal with them. The alprition rate of graduate
women dropped following the formition of a women's caucus
at the University of California, Berkeley.'
If your campus has a minority etudent canter, alert staff to
classroom climate issues that may affect minority women. Set

up workshops, seminars, or informal meetings to discuss
these issues. If your institution has no such center, establish
your own informal gibup.
FOR PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
AND OWIANIZATIONt
include sessions on classroom climate issues at your annual
meeting. The Association of American Colleges, for example,
Included a session on these Issues at its annual meets . The
South Atlantic Modern Language Association

.d the

American Educational Research Association featur panels
on related issues at their regional and mid-year meet ngs.

Identify subgroups within your organization that
especially appropriate for considering classroo
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.
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Increasing "..WOMeti413,::, dais, tiertIolpitheineinIng
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retoei.o7h;'-i4IOther "handS-On"
,opi+oitunitles for . collaborative- work-
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NOTES
'Mary Lou Randour, Georgia Strasburg and Jean UpmanEllumen,fW men In Higher
Education. Trends In Enrollnients and Degrees Earned," In the Hem rd Education
,Revlow, Vol. 52, No. 1,1982.
,
'Elaine H. El-tthavnte, "Differences In Academic Developmentburing C liege;' Men
Id Women Learning Together A Study of Collage Students highs Late 70 Office of .
the Prevost, Grown UnlversHy. April 1900. pp 7-8. (Subsequently cited as Report of rise
Brown Pro/act)
*Alexander W. AMIN Fsur Critics! Veers: Effects of pliege on Beliefs, Atrirudes and
Knowledge. Jossepliass Publishers, San Frricisco, CA, 1977, pp. 114,114. More recent
atudleelleplat that this trend may have moderated somewhat, but Is still evident, See,
for strap* El-Khavtas, Report of the Brown Project, p. 23.

'Old; p.216.

i

*SOL for example, Student Needs Survey' A Report, complied by Suzanne Howard for

the Worrien Students' teadershlp Training Project, National Student Educational Fund.
Washington, DC, March 1960.

'Women's colleges have been concerned with the impact of overall, institutional
climate and the role of faculty supportiveness in creating such a climate for some time.
See, for example. A Study of the Learning Environments at Women's Colleges, the
Women's College,CoalitIon, Washington, DC, Spring 1981, which surveyed women's

college faculty and.presidents concinnIng their perceptions of institutional mission.
curricular content, academic and career counseling, etc., as directed to the particular
needs of women students (such as self-confidence, leadership skills, and preparation
for new roles),
'James C. Hearn and Susan Olzak, "The Role of College Major Departments In the
Reproduction of Sexual Inequality," pre-publication draft, op. 6-7. For further informs
Lion, contact James C. Hearn, The American dollege Toping Program, P.O. Box 767,

.
rerweessimemwee
Iowa City, IA 52243.

'Much of this research appears in the

iiinented at the Research Conference

f of the Brown Protect and in pipers
n Educational' Environments and this\

Undergraduate Woman. Center lot Research on Wernen and Project HERS. Wellesley
College, September 1979.
*See. for example. ElKhawas, p. 19. and
p
""The New and Old Lives of Men and Women L. ergraduates" Report of the Brown
Project, 9. 157.
"Leis konteiro,!The College Academic Environment: Student-Faculty Interaction,"
Report of fie drown Protect, pp. 13-59.
"See, A.R. Hocrischild. "Inside the Clockwork of Mile Careers." in Women and the
Power to Change, ed. Florence Howe. McGraw Hill Book Co. New York, 19,5: M E. Tick
ball, "Of Men and Research: The Dominant Themes In American Higher Education In.
dude Neither Teachlacj Nor Women," Journal of Higher Education, Vol 47, No 4, 1976,
pp 373-8*. andl M Heyman, Woman Students at Berkeley Viewl and Data on Possible
Sox Discrimination in Academic Programs, University of California. Berkeley. June 1977
(subsepuently cited as "Berkeley.") as cited in Jeanne J Speizer, "Role Models, Men
tors and Sponsors- the Elusive Conbepts," Signs, Vol 6. No, 4. Summer 1981. p 698
"This and other types of classroom examples which may reinforce stereotype., and
discourage woineh student$ are discussed at length in Judith M Gappa and Janice
Pearce. Sox and Gender in the Social SchinCeS Renee ssing the introductory Course. 3

volt, which brings togethih guidelines.fol changes In course content M psychology.
sociology. and mink/economics, with recommendations for changes in facuitystudent
communication patterns For orddnng and publicationiinformation, see list of Selected
Resources. p. 20 )
"See. Bata. Thome, "Claiming Verbal Space: Women Speech and .anguage in Col.

legs Classrooms." paper presented at the Research Conference on Educational En.
vironments and the Undergraduate Wotan, Wellesley College, September. 1979, p 15.
(Subsequently referred to as "Claiming Verbal Space.")
For discussion of this pattern at, the elementary school level, see Myra P. Sadker
and David M. Sadker, Sex Equity Handbook for Schools, Longman, Inc.. New York. 1982.
pp. 104.5.
"Frank.). Till explores these problems more fully in Sexual Harassment: A Report on
the Sexual Haranment of Students, pie National Advisory Council on Women's Educe.
florist Programs, Washington, DC. August 1980.

a

"For a discusSion' of this problem and recommendations for Student development
Stall, see Marjorie Abrains, "P/eparing Men and Women Students to Work Together A
New Student Development Challenge:: Journal of the National Association for Women
Deets. Administrators and Counselors, Vol. 44, No. 4, Summer 1981. pp. 3-8
"As noterlin "Selected Ai,
for Further Research," p 17. infra , additional observe
non and intervention eh/dies-especially on the postsecondary level-are needed- Em
pirlcal studies to dote hive offered provocative, d sometimes contradictory results. We
need to know more about similar and differential treatment of women and men students
as possibly affected by such factors as the organization and composition of the par
ticular classrooms studied, type of Institution, sex-of teacher, etc In me case of ere
;Arica, studies, sex diffitiences In interaction are always a matter of frequency and
never absolute.
"See p. 8, Infra.
"For a current overview and discussion, see Veronica F. Nieva and Barbara A Gutelie......./
"Sex Effects on Evaluation." The Academy of Management Review, Vol 5, No. 2, 1980,
pp. 267476.
"Karin S, Frey and Ronald G Slaby, "Differential Teaching Methods Used With Girls
and Boys of Moderate and High Achievement Levels." paper presented at the meeting
of the Society of Research M Child Development. San Francisco, CA. March 1979
nee. Nieva and Gutek. and Virginia E O'Leary and Barbara Studier Wellston, "Sex
Makes a Difference. The Differential Perceptions of Women and Men." to .appear in L
Wheeler, ed., Review of Personality and Social Psychology
"For an overview of related research. see ConstantIna Salinas Rothschild, Sex sole
Socialization and Sex Discrimination: A Synthesis and Overview of the Literature. Na
tional Institute of Education. Washington. DC. October 1979, pp 38.41. and Irene H
Frieze, "Women's Attributions for and Causal Attributions of Succass and Failure' in
Martha T Medrack, Sandra S Tanga and Lois W Hoffman. eds Womea and Achieve
punt Social 'and Motivational Analysts, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation,
Washlrigton, DC, 1075, pp. 158171,
"Philip Goldberg. 'Are Women Prejudiced Agalpsj Women?" Trans Action. Vol 5,
1968. pp. 28.30. Several studies have confOrmal Goldberg's findings, however, more re
Cent studWs indicate that women-but not man-may be beginning to evaluate clearly
competent women more favorably See Frieze (Iota 23) pp 167-68
"Angels M Parker. "Sex Differences in Classroom Intellectual Argumentation, un
published M S thesis, Pennsylvania State University, 1973 Over two hundred students
of both sexes rated intellectual argumentation as a "masculine" skill
"Sec Surtuu Erkut,"Expectancy. Attribution, and Academic. Achievement. Exploring
Implications of SexRdie Orientation, Working Paper No 27, Wellesley College Center
for Research on Women. Wellesley, MA, 1979.
"Faculty comment. Ad Hoc Committee on the Education of Women at Oberlin. The
Education of Women at Oberlin," Office of the President. Oberlin College, Oberlin. OH.
May 1900, P. 35.

"For example see Project INTERSECT ( Interactions for Sex Equity in Classroom
Teaching). Myra and David Sadker (The Network. Inc ), as well as "Classroom Intern
Hon, Student Cooperation and Leadership;' Marlaine Lockheed and Abi Harris (ETS).
(undid by MO National Institute for Education, A related project. now complete. is the
Non-Sexist Teacher Education Project, Myra and David Sadker, funded by the Women s
Educational Equity Act.
*See Sadker and Seater, Six Equity Handbook for Schools. pp. 107 109. and Carel S

Dwink, it al., "Sex Differences in Leatned Helplessness II The Contingencies of
Evaluative Feedback In ;ha Classroom and III An Experimentaf Analysis, Developman
toll Psychology, VOIS14. No. 3, 1976. pp, 286.76.

"Much of the following discussion is based on MurP Rowe, ''The Saturns Rings
PhIMOrnerlOrc MiCro-Inniultin and Unequal Opportunity In the American Economy.
published In Palatial Bourne and Velma Parries!. eds.. PraCeedings ofthe National
Selene* Foundation Conference on Women's Leadership and Authority, University of
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California. Santa Cruz. CA, 1977, (Page numbers for specific quotations refer to a typed
copy provided by the author )
"IMO . P. 1.
"Ibid., p. 5.
"Karen Bogart, Technical Manual for the Instrtutional SelfStudy Guide on Sex &pr
ty, preface to Appendix C, American Institutes for Research, Washington. DC, 1981,
pages unnumbered.
"Example and discussion based on Rowe. pp 18.27

',See Till, p 9
""The Education of Willihn at.Obertin." p 33
p. 10.

"Berkeley, p 34

dye

"ibid. pp 32.31,

"Eileen Shapiro, A Survival Guide. Monographs in Urban and Multicultural Educe
hon. Indiana University. Center for Urban and Multicultural Education. School of Educe
tion, No. 1, July 1980.

" The Quality of Women's Education at Harvard UniVersity A Survey of Sex
Discrimination in the Graduate and Professional Schools, Women Students Coalition,
Cambridge, MA, June 1980, p 10
"Nancy M Henley. Body Politics Power, Sex and Nonverbal Communication, Prom
tine Hall, Inc , Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1977, p 13, (Subsequently cited as Body Politics )
"See, for example, Constantine Sa'ilios- Rothschild, Sex Roles to Transition.

Report °IA. Brown Point. pp 247.248
"Henley, Body Politics
"Myra Sadker, Workshop. "Micrdeaching Skills for INTERSECT," August 26. 1981
The American University, Washington, DC
"Henley. Body Politics.
'Thorne, "Clalining Verbal Space,' p 15.

."Title IX of the Education Amendments al 1972 prohibits sex discrimil.v :ion In
federallyassisted eduction programs and activities
"Rowe. p. 14.
"Jean Howard, Committee on the Statys of Women at Brown, "Final Report," May 30,
1980 In Report of the B4Own Project.
269.

"Mender°, p. 52.

.

'

p. 52.

"Constantin SafiliosRothschild. "Sex Roles in Transition." Report of the brown
Protect, pp. 250.51. (This pattern parallels that identified at the elementary level [See
page 5J.)

"Ibid, pp. 24748.
"Jeanne J. Speizer, "Students Should Be Seen And Heard." pre-publication Waft for
Pamela Perun, ed, The Undergraduate Woman Issues In Education Equity, Lexington
Books, Lexington, MA, 1982, draft pages 631-36 Snetzer notes the negative Impact of
this reticence on women's. self-confidence and ability to ,engage in intellectual
argumentation beyond the institutional setting.
"See. for example. Astin, p.91, and Sarah Hall Sternglanz and Shirley LybergerFicek.

"Sex Differences In StudentTeacher Interactions in the College Classroom," Sex
Roles, Vol. 3, No. 4, 1977, pp. 385-52. (Sternglanz and LybergerFicek found no readily

identifiable difference M faculty behavior to account for differences In men's and
women's participation )
!'See, for example, David A. Karp and William C Yoels, "The College Classroom
Some Observations on the Meanings of Student Participation," Sociology and Social .
Research. Vol. 60, No. 4, July 1976, pp 421.439 The authors bete that in the maletaught
daises observed, male students were much more likely to be directly questioned by the
professor and twice as likely as women to respond to a comment: In femaletaught
classes, however. professors were equally likely to directly question mate and female
students, and participallen by students of both sexes to be more equal (Karp and Yoels
also point out that neither women nor men students were Aware that sexofteacher had
any effect on theft own class participation.)
"Thorne, "Claiming Verbal Space," p 1 and p '16,
"Much of the following discussion Is .based on Barrie Thorne, "Claiming Verbal
Space' (see note 14), Barrie Thorne and Nancy Henley, eds , Lai page and Sex*Dif

terence and Dominance, Newbury House. Aiwley, MA, 1975, aid Robin Lakolf,
Language and Woman's Piece, Harper Colophon Books, Harper'anl Row, New York,
NY, 1975

"Von H Zimmerman and Candace W
'Sex Roles, Interruptions and Silences in
Cogversation," Language and'Sex °Waren end Dominance, pp 105.29
'''For further discussion of interruptions that change the focus of discussion, see
Candace West, "Females Interruptions in Cross Sex Conversation. Seldom Seen. Soon
Forgotten, paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Ass; ,
August 1979. (A revised version of this paper, 'Why Can t a Woman Be More Like a
Man? An interaction Note on Organizational Game Playing for Managerial Women,' will
appear In Sociology of Work and Occupations, Fedruary 1982)
"See, for example, Carol Wolman and Hai Frank, The Solo Woman in a Professional
Peer Group." American Journal of Orthopsychlatry, Vol 45, Jan 1975, pp. 164.71 For an
interview of related research. see Constantine Safilios Rothschild. Sex Rolt Socialize
lion and Sex Discrimination A Synthesis and Critique of the Literatore. pp 21'25
"Thorne. "Claiming Verbal Space," p 1
. "Several of these behaviors are also noted in Gappa and Pearce. Sex and Gender in
the SPCA"! Sciences Reassessing the Introductory Course
' ,See note 57.
"See, for example, Sadker and Sadker. Sex Equity Handbook for Schools, pp 104-105

"Sadker and Sadker, Microtoaching Skills for Sex Equity in Classroom Interaction.
unpublished training manual for Project INTERSECT, Washington, DC, NIE, pp 10.11
See, for 'example, Wolman and Frank, and Sandra Acker, "Women, the Other
AcartemIcs," British Journal of Sociology of Education. Vol 1, No. 1, 1980, p 84
"For ( 1irther discussion, see Sallhos Rothschild, Sex Roles in Transition, Repo,: 01
the Brown Proles). p. 251.
"Second example from Krug Quillen, Living in Our Americe, 4th edition. Scott
Foresman and Co., Chicago, 11.. 1964, as cited in Donna M Gollnick. MyrtSadker. and
David Sadker, Beyond the Dick and Jane Syndrome, Confronting Sex Bias In inslruc

:IOW Materials, p. 4. Some contend that concern about the vie of the generic

,

"herman" lea trivlarmatter. However. reeeirc h indicates that Me "generic' "helthan "i'r
11'01 generic In people's perceptions and that it can limit girls' and women's self.
perr.aption-eSpecially when it occurs In a classroom context. (See, for example. Casey
Miller and Kate Swift, Words and Women, Anchor Press; Now York, NY, 1976, pp 2934 )
Moreover, it can often be easily avoided (For further dIscussioh. see Reco nmenda
!Iona, p. 13.)
"Thorns, "Claiming Verbal Space," p 5, Thorne notes that "women's speech" may In

"'See, for example, Simpson, p 3

'Noonan. p 5
"IDid p 5 and Duncan, pp 23334
"Noi,nan. p 2. (For discuss:on of the changing perspectives of biack women college
students visavis their own attributiorvexpectaLon p:Aterns. see Sumlu Erkul Sex and
.e/?Race Effects in the Attribution or Achievement an Expectancy for Success." Waning
Paper No 33, Wellesley College Center f9r Research on Women, :979)

fact provide an alternative to the masculine "competitive" pattern, and offer a

'Noonan. p 5.
"'For further discussion. see Joanne S Yaniauchi, "The Triple Birod of Asian

cooperative mode for the developittioLet ideas. (See p. 10. intro)
"Ibid.

Atnerican Women. Problems of SelfConcept. Communication. ehavior, and Cultural
Accommodation," paper presentelt at the annual convert:don of the Speech Com.
munication Association, San Francisco, CA. 1976. pp 8.9
"For a brief general overview of race and sex differences in nonverbal, ommunica
lien, see Henley, Body eorincs, pp t3235
, "For a detailed discussion of the inStitutionai and attitudinal barh,./s returning
women students often face, see the senes of papers on no entry women put:41514d by
the Protect a ie Status and Education of Women. Association of American Colleges.
1980-81, especially "The Counseling Needs of Re-entry Women " (Sep Resour.ces for
ordering information )
"'Incidence of this kinds have been reported by individual re-entry women as well as
by coordinators Of reentry programs
"'See, for example. Barbara Bate. "Nonsexist Languige Use in TranAion. Journal
of Communication, Winter, 1978. pp 139.49,
"'See, for example, student evaluations for course ccncerning women s achievement
motivation as summarized in Nancy M Pellet and Margaret T Eiteenchil in The Eflec
tiveneSiof Women's Studies Teaching. Women's Studies Monograph Seri , National
Institute of Education, Washington. DC. 1980, pp 33-34
"'Senior. San Francisco State University. quoted in Lorna Sage. 'Women o Coulse.'
in "Living," 'he London Observer, August 2,1P61.
lot example, study by Allani Cummings Elonson and Irene Crockcroft, San
Diego State University, as reported in On Campus With Women. Protect on the Status

"Itmd.

"See note 25 Wanton,
"Much of the disCussion that foiloWs is based on Berne Thorne, "Claiming Verbs

Spec. "; Barrie ,Thorne and Nancy Henley. eds Language and Sex' Dillotence an
Dorn:fiance; and Robin UAW. Language and Woman's Place, In which many of these
feature* of "woman's speech" were first Identified.
"For I untie; discussion, see Henley, gody Politics, especially pp 138 & 166-78.
"Karp and Ydels, p. 434.
"Many of the studies in this area are being conducted by researche rs whose primary
focus la the Interaction between sex ofteacher and sex-ol student In est.:1,115W g etas%
participation ;enema. See, for example. Laurel Walum Richardson, Judith A. Cook and
Ann Statham Mick* "Classroom Management Strategies of Male and Female Uewers

ty Professors" In Laurel Walum Richardson and Vella Taylor, eds, Issues in Sex.
Gender and Society' A Feminist Amway,, D.C, Heath. Co Lexington, MA, 1981. pre
publication draft, pp. 11.14.
"Much of the following discussion Is based on Nancy E Adler, "Women Students." in
Joseph Katz and Rodney T. Hartnett. eds., Scholars in the Making The Development 61
Graduate and PfoleSSiOnaI Students. Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge. MA. 1976,
pp. 197425; and on Mary P. Richards, "Women in Graduate Education." Communicator,
Vol. XIII. No. 8. PP. 101f.
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"El-Khawas, pp. 7-8.
'I./idler. pp. 198-99.

and Education of Women. No. 20. June 1978. pp. 5-6.

"See, for exam.* Bogert, Appendix C.

NOTES FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

"For r discussion of this problem, see Bin L. Duncan, "Minority Students" in
Scholars. in the Making, pp. 233-36.
"For a brief summary of the research in this area. see Adler. p. 209.

'Mary P. Rowe and Clarence G. Williams. "The MIT NonUnion Grievance Procedure:
An Upwatcltedback, Mediation Model," MIT Press. Cambridge. MA, 1980. For other
model procedures. sec "Appendix. Codes Of Conduct and Grievance Procedures" in
ithyll.s Franklin et al. Sexual and Gender Harassment in the Academy. The Modern
Language Anne:effort of America. New York, NY4981, pp. 55-74
'Serval of the recommendations in this section are based on more general strategies
outlined by Joseph Katz in "Collaboration of Academic Faculty and Student Affairs Professionals for Student Development," David C. Tilley, et al.. The Student Affairs Dean
and the President. TandS in Hillier Education. Ann Arb'r, MI, ERIC/CAPS 1979, pp.
3344; and in Marjorie Abrams, "Preparing Men and Worn Students to Work Together.

"Elyse Goldstein. "Effect of Same-Sex and CrossSex Role Models on the Subsequent Academic Productivity of Saolars."Amencan Psychologist, Vol. 34, No. 5. May
1979, p. 407.

"Adler, p. 209.

"ibid.
"Sm, for example, "The Quality of Women's Education at Harvard University A
Survey of Sex Discrimination in the Graduate and Professional Schools."
"Se* Adler, p. 206.

"Ibid. p. 207.
"Nomination for fellowships can be 'especially ImPortant for graduate women
Researchers have found that while sit students who receive fellowships have a lower
drop-Out rat* than non-recipients. the difference in retention rate is far greater for

A New Student Develornent Challenge." Journal oT the National Association for
Women Deans, Administratorkand Counselors, Summer 1981, Vol. 44, No 4, pp 3-8
'Many sources for activiliesidTio can be used to help faculty increase their general
awareness of sexrole stereotyping. sexbassd expectations, etc.. are now available.
such as E. Wakeman. et al. Intervention Strategies' for Changing SexRole Stereotypes
A Procedural Ouide. KendollHunt, Dubuque. 1976. C G Carney & S L. McMahon, eds .
Exploring Contemporary MaleVemale Roles. A Facilitator's Guide, University
Associates, San Diego. CA. 1977. Participants Notebook for Training Sessions on the
SociallEducationl Context of Title IX, Title IX Equity Workshop Project. Washington,
DC, National Foundation for the Improvement of Education, 1977, pp 17-23
op 'For the%se of faculty-student contact logs in related research, see Sheila Kahle,
Bennett, 'Student Perceptions of Ind Expectatioes for Male end Female instructors
Evidence Relating to the Ouestlon of Gender Bias in Teaching Evaluation." unpublished
paper. (Requests for reprints should be sant to Sheila K. Bernell. Dept of Sociology,
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010.) A revised version is forthcoming In the Jour
nal of Educational Psychology

women than for Rem. Some suggest that receiving a fellowship confirms for women that
they are taken seriously as graduate students. For further discussion. see Michb.i'l Pat
!Men and Lucy Sells. "Women Dropouts From Higher Education." in Alice Rossi and
Ann Calderwood, eds.. Academic Women on the Move, Russell Sage Foundation. New
York, NY. 1973. pp. 68-89.
"Helen S. ...Min. "Carew Profiles of Women Doctorates," /Old. pp 156-57
"For a ramie, overview, see Adler, pp, 209-210

"For a discussion of the current status of women's enrollment In nontraditional
fields. see Randour. et .M. (note 1)
"Hearn 'and Oin k, p. 17

"Thid, pp 64.
"Till, p. 9.
"See, for example. Evelyn Fox Keller, 'The Anomaly of a Woman in Physics." in Sara
Ruddick and Pamela Daniels, eds, Working It Out. Pantheon Books, New York, NY,
1977, pp. 7741
"Hearn and Olzak, p 21.
,'Much of the followiog discussion is based On John F Noonan, "White Faculty and
Black Students Examining Assumptions and Practices." 1980, and Adelaide Simpson,
,"A Perspective on the Learning Experielee of Black Students at VW' (Virginia Com
monwtallh 'University) 1979. unpublished papelte, The Center for Improving Teaching Ef
f activeness, Vet), as well as on Mary Rowe, "The Salurns Rings Phenomenon" ano Bin
L Duncan, "Minority Students." For a detailed analysis of the feelings and experiences
of minority' students in a traditional university, see .Kathryn 0. Cowan, Ronald W

'This flier and related materials are available from theProiect on the Status and
Education of Women in an informationai packet concerning sexual harassment on cam.
pus (For ordering information, see Resources. p 20 )
'For ordering information. see Resources. p 20 )

'Cathryn Adamsky, Changes in Pronornial Usage Among College Students As a
Function of Instructor Use of She As the Generic Singular Pronoun, paper presented tog
Pie American Psychoic ;leaf Association. September 1976
le
'Lucy Seiis. Conve,ition Notes. Sociologists 10f Women in Society Newsletter,
February 20. 1972 as cited in Adlel, p 217.
'For a brief description bf how In set up an awards program see Giving Prizes and
Awards. A New Way to Recognize and Encourage Activities that Promote Equity for
Women in Academe, Bonny Lambert and Bernice Sandler, Project on the Status and

Saul* and J Herman Blake, "Through the Hourglass (Darkly) Summary of an Ex
ploratory,Analysis of the 'New Student' at a Traditional University," unpublished paper,
Oakes College. University of California at Santa Cruz, 1980

Education of Women Association of American Colleges...Washington, DC. 1984
(Available for SI =Porn the Protect )

SELECTED LIST OF RESOURCES.

O

PUBUCATIONS
Bogart,, Karen, Flight, Judith, and Jung, Steven Institlitional SelfStudy Outdo on Sex
Equky. Washington, DC: American Institutes for Research, 1981 Contains five
separate sections and a brief Introductory user's guide designed for institutional or
departmental Selfevaluation, One section focuses on general socialeducational
Climate Including subtle behaviors that may liscourage women. Each of (he other
sections focuses on specific conditions, policies and practices affecting sex equity
for litudente,.filculfy, administrators, and staff. Arranged asa checklist with sugges
none es to which personnel might respond to questions in each area, the Guide can
used as a diagnostic tool In identifying barriers to equity, and as an educational
toot to fan:Marin administrators, faculty and others with the needs of women on

campus.' Approximately 100 pages Available from the Project on the Status and

Education of Women, Association of AMericaii Colleges, 18t6 R St. NW,
Washington, DC 20009 $1000 prepaid

Bogart. Karen Technical Manual for the Institutional SelfStudy Outdo on Sox Equity.
Wathington, DC, American Institutes for Research, 19-.1 Describes the critical meident technique and other aspects of the methodology employed in development of
the SelfStudy GPM*. Includes illustrative problems and proposed solutions for Ine.

quities, incluoing these Stemming from subtle differential treatment of women
students, faculty, adn.inistrators and staff 55 pages and appendice. adable from.
American Institutes for Research, 1055 Thomas Jefferson SI , Washi.,ion. DC 20007
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Eakins. Barbara; Eakins, R Gene, and LietBr Rhin. Barbera, eds. 8'COM 'AT\

pact on career Commitment and family roles, and objectives for research and policy 1.I
the coming decade Will be available from Lexington Books, D C. Heath & Go., 2700 N.
Richardt Ave., Indianapolis, in 48219 For additional information, call 80Q-42843071.
Proje I on the Status and Education of Women, Rapti and Sexual Harassment Packet.
Inaudes 'The Prob:em of Rape on Campus," 1976, 8 pages. "Sexual Harassment. A
Hidden tssye 1978.7 page,. "Sexual Harassment" (selected articles from previous
issues of the Project's newsletter, On Campus With Women), 4 pages. "Title Jr: Sex.
ual Haiessment Guidelines on Educational Employment,' 1980, 4 pages, and 'What
Can Students Do About Sex Discrimination." (reprint, Utah State University), 1931, 1
page Available from the Project (Atha Status and Educe:dm of Women. Association
of American Colleges, lel R St., NW. Waapington, DC 20009 for $300 prepaid. (A list
Of all Project publications is available free with a stamped, self-addressed envelope,)
Project on the Status and Education of Women, Reentry Women (3 packets of 5 mere
ea.tte,. 1980 Papers focus on institutional barriers returning women students often

Women's (and Men's) CoMmuniestion, Proceedings of the Speech Communicstion

Association's Summer Conference XI Includes an overview of research and
resources on women's communication, suggestions for workshops and courses, and

list of resources for research.nd Instruction 208 pages Limited number of copies
are availaNe from the Speech Communication Association, 5105 Beck lick Rd , Suite
E, Annandale. VA 22003. S3 50: orders under $1000 must be prepaid.
Franklin. Phyllis, et al , Sexual and Ginger Harassment in the Academy: A Guido la
Fatuity, Students and Adminietrators. Commiasiorl on the Status of Women in the
Profession New Volk: The Modem Language Association of America, 1981 Explains
gender as well as sexual harassment Includes a chapter on proel me of graduate

women in the modern languages, and outlasts steps for establishing deprutions,
determining cotes and standards, and developing enevance mechanisms Also In
duties bibliography and appendix with model codes and procedures. 75 pages paper
'bound 13 50 prepaid & $1 00 postage (1-9 copies). $250110 or more copies) available
from MLA. 62 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10011
Game. Judith M and Pearce, Janice Sex and Gender In the Social Science: Masses,

face when they enrollor attempt Pa enrollin postsecondary programs. Each paper
discusses a specific problem (such as recruit .rent and admissions, financial ald,
transfer policies and graduation requirements, support services. graduate study). of..
hers specific recommendations for institutional change, and cites adaptable model
programs Set a so Includes a paper on special,, grams for special populations, an
introductory paper, a paper compiling current national statistics on re-entry tome&
and a list'of bibliographies. Packets are available for $500 each, prepaid, niem the
Project on the Status and Edutalion of Women. Association of American Colleges'
1818-R St . NW, Washington. DC 20009. (For a complete listing of contents of each

f

leg the Introductory Course. Set has three volumes with content guidelines for
sociology, psychology. and microeconomics. each volume Mso contains "Guidelines
for StudentFaculty Communicriton" (major contributing author, MacRae M Jenkins)
which Include specific recommendations for chance and set out in chart form faculty
verbal and nonverbal behaviors that may reinforce stereotypes and/or 'dispouage
'Women's Class participation Also Included are errs "Student Faculty Communication
Checklist" and the "Student Perception Ouettionnaire" reproduced in this paper as

.
'

Appendices A and B Introductory Sociology (major contributing author. Same
Thorne), 176 pages: introductory Psycholocy (major contributing author. Nancy F
Russo). 152 pages: and Principles of Microeconomics (major contributing author, Bar
bare B Reagan). 120 pages Prior to publication and dissemination by the Women's
Educational Equity Act Program, a limited number of copies are available frqm Judith
GapPa. Associate Provost. Faculty Affairs. San Francisco State University. 1600
Holloway Ave San Francisco, (;A 94132. Price: $2500 each for daticasting and
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Briefly annotated entries with 4u addendum of more recently .received

materials For further Information. contact he Ropet on the Status and Education of
Women, Associalide of Ar, arican Colleges, 1818 R St, NW, Washington, DC 20009.
Sada, Myra P and Sadker, David M. Sex EggyHandbook for Schools, and companion \,.........

postage for any one or the three disciplines Content guidelines In additional

Guide for Sex Equity Trainers by Joyce S. Kase nlasea Sadker and David Sadker. 1982.

disciplines are available for $5.00 each with the purchase of one complete volume
The complete text of Introduce/in, Sociology will also be available from the Teaching
Resource Cantor, American Sociological Association. 1722 N St.. NW, Washington.
DC at an approximate cost of 51000 Piebald,
"Guidelines for Nonsexist Language." American Psychologist, June 1975. pp 6/12.8.4
and 'Guidelines for Nonsexist Language in APA Journals." Ankirisrt Psychologist,
June 1972 (Publicatron Manual -Change Sheet 2) Available free from the American
Psychological Association. 1200 17th St.. NW.Washington, DC 20034,(send stamped
self-addressed envelope).
Henley, Nancy M. Body Politics: Power, Sex and Nonverbal Communicaden,1977. tden
lilies and analyzes sexistatus differences In nonverbal behlvior and explore!, ways in
which everyday nonvelbal communication expresses and maintains an established
hierarchy in social and personal interactions. 214 pages piparbound Available from
Spectrum Books, Prentice Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. S195.
Florence, et al Everywoman's Guide to Collegirs and Universities, forthcoming
Scheduled for publication In fall, 1962. The Guide Is designed to aid women stt:lents
In the collegeselection process. Inatitutions listed responded to a questionnaire
covering a range of Itemssuch as curricular offerings, educationni-climate. sports.
health and counseling services, financial aid and scholarships, child care facilities.
services and centers forre-entry women. etc. For further information, contact The
Feminist Press, State University of New York/College at Old Westbury. Box 334, Old
Westbury, NY 11568.(516)997.7880
International Association of Business Communicators Without Bas: A Guidebook for
Nondiscriminatory Communication, 1977 Gives specific guidelines for avoiding bias
on the basis of race, Sex or disability In verbal communication. :n visual media, and in
meetings, conferences and workshop settings Includes list of resource publications
and organizations. 17 pages paperbound Available from the International Association of Business Communicators. 870 Market St , Suite 940. San Francisco, CA 94132
$400 single copy (bulk orders cost less. request Invoice for multiple eaSpies)
Kramaree. Chats and Trelchler. Paula, eds Women and Language News. Newsletter on
sex differences In language use, attitudes and acquisition. Includes information on
new research and ,resources, COurses and conferences. Published twice a year
Available at yearly subscription rate of $500 from Cheris Kramarae, Speech Com
munlcations Dept., 244 Lincoln Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
Lakof f, Robin. Language and Woman's Place, 1975. Discusses language used to
describe and define the sexes, and identifies features of -women's language" in the
Context of womeradevalued status and society-6 prescription that women be polite
end deferential 83 pages paperbound, Available from Harper and Row, Publishers.
OM, Attn: Order Dept., Keystone Industrial Park. Scranton, PA 18512. S4 95.
Mee and Women Learning Topelfwit A Study of College Students in the Late 70's.
Rayon of The Brown Protect. Originally conceived seen assessment of the merger of
Prown University and Pembroke College (1971) with a special focus on the eduation of
women In coeducational institutla s, the study was expanded to Include survey data
from over three thousand undergraduates, classes of 197841, from Barnard. Brown,
Dartmouth, Princeton, SUNY at Stony Brook, and Wellesley, as well as interviews with
current students and alumnUae. The Report Includes working papers on aspects of
the undrgraduite experience; two analyses specific to the BrownPembroke men,ler,
proceedings 9f the conference WomeniMerdCollege:The Educational implications of

The Handbook includes chapters on sex bias In Instructional-materials and in
teacherstudent Interaction; fielteSted strategies for nonsexist teaching; lesson
plans'for eiumentary and other courses. a resource directory, and related materials. It
also'can be used as a College text for methods and for other preservice courses, or as

a traln'ng text for 'navvies workshops. The _Guide laves detailed instructions for
designing. Implementing and evaluating conferences. and for conctucting two
specific workshops Available from Longman, Inc., College and Proliseslonal Book
Division, 19 West 44th St., New York. NY 10036. Handbook (331 pages) $17.95 (tent ),
Guide (108 pages). $4.95 (tent )

Sadker. Myra P. and Sulker, David M Beyond Pictures and Pronouns: Sexism in ,
Teacher Friucallon Textbooks, 1979 Identifies types of sex bias In the most widely- i
used teachereducation texts, includes guidelines for the development of sexfair
textbooks, lies supplementary materials that can help teachers remedy biases in ex.
(sting texts. (Also discusses bias concerning racial and ethnic groups) 70 pages.
Available from Education Development Centre'. 55 Chapel St.. Newton, MA 0216e
$1.95.

.

Silberstein. Sandra Bibliography: Women and Language. Michigan Occasional Papers P'
in Women's Studies. Net,X11, Winter, 1980. Includes references to unpublished es well

as published works on gender differences in language; a representative sample of
guldetineS\ for nonsexist language use: articles concerning 'the issues such

guidelines3, raise, end applications 0f ..the guidelines (i.e., teaching nonsexist
lannuage).' A1s0 lists works on gender differences in nonverbal communication ) 67
pages and addenda Available 1 rom ViSmen Studies Program, University of Michigan,
354 Lorch Hall. Ann Arbor, MI 48109. $2.50 (individual). S5 50 (institution). payable to
Michigan Occasional Papers.
Thorne, Sante and Henley. Nancy. eds. Language and Stix:Ditierence and Dominance,

1975 Includes articles drowo from a variety of disciplinessuch as linguistics,
sociolinguistics, speech comma-ill-anon. :nglish. psycholinguistles.,aod child
development -which examine the relationship between language amines irl a variety
of social and educational contexts Contains an extensive annotated bibliography
"Sex Differences in Language, Speech and Nonverbal Communication" (also published under separate cover as She Sold/He Said, Know, Inc.. Pittsburgh, PA, 1975) 311
pages. paperbound Available frem Newbury House Publishers, Inca 54 Warehouse
Lane, Rowley. MA 01969. $13 95 (II prepaid, S10 48) (A new edition, Language and Sex
II, is currently being edited ily Thorne, Henley and Cheris Kramarae )
Till, prank J Sexual Harassment: A Report on the Sexual Harassment of Stddents, Na
lions! Advisory Council on Womene Educational Pr grams, Washington. Q. August
1980 Discusses subtle and Overt sexual harassment the postsecondary setting and
examines short and longterm educational consequ noes for women students. In.
dudes analysis or legal Issues and a technical supplement .to aid institutions in
establishing definitions, setting up grievance procedures, understanding liabilities
,,nd legal remedies Single cop Ids are available free from NACWEP, 1832 M SI . NW.
Suite 821, Washington. DC 20036

ORGANIZATIONS

'''

American Educational Research Association's I (AERA) Spacial interest Group:
Research on Women and Education (SIG:RY(E). Founded in 1973. SIG.RWE publishes

I 'a quarterly newsletter featuring information of interest to scholars and researchers
concerned with women's Issue's, holds a mid-year research conference. offers symposia and presentations at AERA annual meetings, and cosponsors activities with
the AERA Women's Committee and with Women Educators. For further information,
contact Susan Klein. Naticnal Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs,

pap Wee In Tranaitiork and a series of specific recommendations prepanal for
Brown University 296 pages, (A Ilnited number of copies are available from Cynthia
wea Steal, Sox leek Brown University, Providenceall 02912 SATO prepaid. payable to
Brown University.)
!Arun. Pamela. ed. The Undergraduate Woman: issues In Educational Equity, forthcO

1832 k1 St., NW, Suite 621, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 653.5846.
American Personnel and Guidance Association, CommItiat on Women. The Committee
on Womnigvorks to increase the awareness of APGA's members about issues of concern to women and to facilitate networking Publishes a newsletter. For further infor-

nig. Provides an overview of current research for administrators, faculty and
counselors. Topics Include critical aspect, of preenrollment years such as sex -bias
in !eating, and the college selection process; elements of the college experience in
eluding department climates, curricula, evaluation, and teaching stylds: aspec.J of
cognitive, moral and psychosexuakdevelopmrt; educational outcomes such as im-

packet as well as a list of all other Project publications, sent a stamped, self.
addressed envelope to the Project.)
Project on th- Status and Education of Women, "Working Bibliottraphy for Classroom
Climate issues," 1982. Informal selected bibliography of sources consulted ler This
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mation. contact Myrna C. Tashner, Chair (812) 874.4114 or Judith Rosenbaum,
Associate Executive, APGA (703) 820.4700.
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A

Canter (ii teirs.M Te.dilng EIfscU,sn.sl. Virgins Conwnonwtth University. Pro'

National Council for Staff. Program and Orgbnlzatlonal D.veiopm.nt (NCSPOD). A na
lional organization for those active in faculty development in two-year Colleges.
NCSPOO publishas a n.wslktler and refers consult5nts sp cralizing in a variety Of
faculty development areas For additional infOrmation. contact Maureen Lukenbili.
Prssident. Miami Dada Community College. South Campus. FSPO Office. Room 3336.
11011 Southwest 104 91., Miami, FL .i3176. (305) 596.1366

Scis underlairen by thu Canter Includ. Idsl.ficalion of subtle behaviors by which
l(.culty may discourage minority students and tCChniques to enhance faCulty arid
student awareness. Foflfijrther Information, contact Join F N,poqan. Director. 901

A

West Franklin St., Richmond, VA 23284. (804) 297.1 .2'

Wennpl Nelwsit ci deseerciter. and Practitioner, InIersaf,d in Ser Equity in
CISSIISSISS

Inisractione. For Information, contact Si.san Klein. National Advirory

National institute for Staff and Organlztlonal Deneiopm.nt (N1SOD). A national faculty
d.Viopment organization. NISOD fOcuses on creating a positive learning environ
merit .n community colleges and other two-year institutions Affiliated with the North
American consortium. NISOD serves non-member as well as member irstitirlions It

COUnCIl c Women a Educational Programs, 1832 M St. NW. Suite 821, Wash'ngton.

DC 20036. (202) S3-5t*8 or BazberaRchardson. Teching and lnstrucon. Teching
and Lieming. Natlonkl Institute of Education. 1200 19t St. NW. Waihington. DC
20206 (202)2545402.

provide! publications, workshops arid consultants with a focus on classroom

Mid-ANIMIC Center lot $sx Equity. One of 10 regiral centers that PrOvid, technical
aisl$tancl and other resources to school systems. Including training on how to avoid
sex bias In studsnt-taacher-interattion. For further informatibn. contact David
Sadker, Dir.ctor, Mid-Atlantic Center for Sex Equity. Th. American University.oshatl
Square Building. Suitu 252,3301 Now Mexico Ave,NW, Washington. DC )016. (202)

dynamics Many offerings emphasize ways in which faculty can best serve nonlrads
tional students or further information, c"-z, Nancy Armes. Eutcutive Director.
N1SOD, 348 Education Building. Un.verity of To*as at A)istin, Auslin, TX 78712, 52)
471-7545

National A a0CIti,51 lot'Woman DSIfl5. AO.il&etta*ors end Counselors (fwOac
Pubiishe ii quàteriy nesiett.r arid journals! well as mailings throughout the year
.Joumal aiclea ottun focus on issues in wnlen udenta' development, Membership
tToStS $45 PII year ($20 for ratirsd persons and students) For furthr Information, con-

Stockton. CA 952)1. (209) 946-2551.

tact Patricia Rueckul. Executive Director. 1625 Eyi St. NW. a624.A, Waahlntton. DC
20006(202) 6699330.
National eae.elelion ci $tud.rit Personnel Admigistrators (NASPA). For general infon
matiort, contact Jane Howard-Jasper. Assistant Exautive Director. NASPA. One Du'
pont C dc'. NW, Wsriington. DC )036. (202) 833-4660. For informatIon on profes
slonsi dsvelogm.nt assistanc, for women, contact Nancy Turner. Coordinator for the
Women's Network. Fiorld& State Universijy. Tallahassee. Ft. 32306.1904) 644-3206.
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